
 

 

 

Fieldwork Round-up 2002
 

FIELDWORK PROJECTS are listed alphabetically by street name 
within boroughs. The site name and address is followed by its OS 
grid reference, the name of the organisation carrying out the work, 
type and dates of work, the source of funding and the site code. WC 
indicates that work continues into 2003, and WMC that it may 
continue. The abbreviation SAM stands for Scheduled Ancient 
Monument. 
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Archaeology (OA); Alan Hart, Orpington and District 
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Archaeological Services (SAS); David Saxby, Julian Bowsher ‘Time 
Team’ (TT); Steve Preston, Thames Valley Archaeological Services 
(TVAS); John Dillon, Andy Crocket, Wessex Archaeology (WA). 
Final editing and layout is by Clive Orton. 

BARKING & DAGENHAM 

Hewlett’s Quay, Abbey Road, Barking TQ 4400 8360 HAT (Dan 
Hounsell) evaluation, excavation May-July 2002 Rialto Homes plc 
AEY02 

Above alluvial clays in the E of the site, near the Abbey Road 
frontage, evidence was found of two medieval channels leading to 
the river. They were sealed by late medieval to early post-medieval 
dumps with 18th-, 19th- and 20th-c levelling deposits above. 
Another trench, also close to the Abbey Road frontage, revealed a 
further, similarly aligned channel revetted with timber along one 
edge. Its lower fills contained 12th-c pottery, and its upper, 12th
14th c. A small pit also contained 12th-c pottery. In the W of the site 
there was evidence that the site began to be reclaimed from the river 
from the 19th c onwards and that riverside wharves were constructed 
in the 19th and 20th c. Later the site was substantially truncated. 

Broadway Theatre, Broadway, Barking TQ 442 839 AOC (Les 
Capon) evaluation Dec 2002 London Borough of Barking & 
Dagenham BBN02 

An extensive cesspit, containing domestic artefacts of 17th-c date, 
was found above the natural gravels. Another, undated, pit was 
covered by a sequence of 18th-c floor surfaces. 

Eastbury Manor House, Eastbury Square, Barking TQ 457 838 
AOC (Ron Humphrey, Les Capon) excavation, watching brief, 
standing structure recording Apr 2002 London Borough of Barking 
& Dagenham EBH02 

The first phase of work was carried out as part of alterations within 
Eastbury Manor, a 16th-c house. Earlier floor surfaces and 
associated make-up deposits were revealed; the earliest floor is dated 
to the 16th c and was repaired and modified up to modern times. 
Joists, floorboards and rafters of the 16th-c house were recorded, 
including each joint and carpenters’ marks. Two trenches for 
services were monitored in the grounds of the house, one of which 
revealed butchered bone and early post-medieval pottery. WC 

Cath Maloney 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link Section 2, E of Ferry Lane, 

Dagenham TQ 5225 8183 OA (Elizabeth Stafford) evaluation, 
watching brief Oct 2000 – Nov 2002 Rail Link Engineering for 
Union Railways (North) Ltd FCR02 

No significant archaeological remains were identified from the 
evaluation trench. The adjacent watching briefs took place in service 
diversion works which consisted of two parallel 580m long trenches 
and a trench for the diversion of the Wennington Sewer. The ground 
was marshland topsoil directly overlying an alluvial sequence, the 
latter consisting of alluvial clay above peat, sealing sandy deposits. 
Archaeological remains were identified in a section of the route, at 
the edge of the floodplain and the gravel terrace. They comprised a 
scatter of worked and fire-cracked flint within the upper portion of 
the sandy deposit; this may represent the remnants of a former land 
surface. A total of 63 flints were recovered, the assemblage probably 
representing part of an in situ knapping scatter dating to the 
Neolithic Age. Radiocarbon dating of the base of the peat sealing the 
flint scatter confirms this: 3504-3429 cal BC (4601 ± 40 BP). The 
peat at this location was overlaid by a silty clay, the composition and 
configuration of which indicated a channel edge. A concentration of 
small and abraded potsherds and animal bone fragments was 
identified in this deposit, the pottery dating to the late 1st c AD 
though may have been residual. It is likely that the material 
represents in-wash or dumped deposits from a nearby area of 
settlement at the floodplain edge. This sequence of deposits at 
another location was sealed by a further layer of sterile alluvium, 
similar to that observed elsewhere on site, and overlaid by the 
modern marsh topsoil. The evidence suggests that the adjacent area 
of terrace edge may have been a favoured settlement location, 
occupied at various periods. In the extreme E part of the route 
section (300m E of the flint and pottery finds), prior to the diversion 
of the Wennington sewer, undisturbed alluvium overlay a substantial 
depth of organic deposits. Radiocarbon dates indicate that the 
sequence dates from the mid-5th millennium BC and spans the 
entire later prehistoric period, including the periods for which 
archaeological remains have been identified on the watching brief. 

Marks Warren Farm, off Whalebone Lane North, Chadwell 

Heath, Romford TQ 490 896 AOC (Ron Humphrey) watching brief 
Sept-Oct 2002 John Samuels Archaeological Consultants on behalf 
of Brett’s Aggregates MWQ00 

Monitoring the stripping of topsoil from the gravel quarry area 
continued (LA 9 supp. 3 (2001) 67), revealing two large pits, dated 
to the Early Iron Age, and other features which probably date to the 
Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age. They include several ditches 
that may represent fragments of a field system (or, more likely, 
define small areas of activity), small pits or postholes, a possible 
burnt hollow or fire pit and tree throw hollows containing struck and 
burnt flint. Also noted were two phases of an 18th- to 19th-c field 
system, features indicative of 20th-c farming and activity associated 
with a WWII gun battery. 

Princess Bowl (former), Review Road, Dagenham TQ 4952 8345 
MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) evaluation Aug-Nov 2002 Unicoin Homes 
RWR02 

The natural sands and gravels had been truncated. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Ripple Lane Portal, Rippleside, 

Renwick Road, Barking TQ 4825 8310 WA (Hilary Valler) 
watching brief Nov 2001 – Oct 2002 Rail Link Engineering for 
Union Railways (North) Ltd REN01 

Modern made ground and occasional features were observed above 
alluvium and natural gravels. 
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BARNET 

New Learning Resources Centre, Hendon Campus, Middlesex 

University, Church End, Hendon, NW4 TQ 2275 8940 AOC (Tim 
Stevens) evaluation Nov 2002 MU Facilities Ltd HDN02 

Natural gravels were cut by possible palaeochannels in the W of the 
site. They were overlaid by a sequence of made ground, with the 
modern car park surface above. 

Prince of Wales Public House, Church Hill Road, East Barnet 

TQ 27 95 HaDAS watching brief, excavation
 

Building work revealed brick foundations related to The Grange, 

built in 1800 and demolished in the 1930s. A few sherds of Roman, 

Late Saxon, and medieval pottery were found in the buildings works 

and in a small excavation to the W. 


The Sternberg Centre, 80 East End Road, Finchley, NW2 TQ 

2545 9000 OA (Annie Bingham) evaluation Sept 2002 The Manor 

House Trust EEN02
 

Garden soil above the natural clay had been cut by a ditch dating to 

the 17th-19th c. This probably represented a precursor of the 

existing S boundary wall of the site.
 

Bibsworth Manor, 80 East End Road, N3 TQ 2550 9000 MoLAS 

(Graham Spurr) geoarchaeological evaluation Jan 2002 van 

Heyningen and Haward Architects MHF02
 

An auger survey in the W part of the site confirmed the predicted 

line of the moat and bank of the medieval manor which had been 

indicated by a previous evaluation (LA 6, 15 (1992) 415). Waterlaid 

deposits were recorded in the E part of the site, suggesting that most 

of the moat is likely to lie within the SAM, immediately to the E. 

The moat was backfilled with redeposited clay. Bank deposits, also 

of clay, and a soil deposit (possibly a pre-moat ground surface) were 

recorded.
 

Edgware School (London Academy), Green Lane, Edgware TQ 

1855 9290 AOC (Fitz) watching brief Dec 2002 Department of 

Further Education and Science GEW02
 

London Clay was overlaid by 20th-c ground make-up on the E side 

of the site, and elsewhere by topsoil.
 

St Mary-at-Finchley, Hendon Lane, N3 TQ 2493 9052 MoLAS 

(Isca Howell) watching brief May-June 2002 Parochial Church 

Council SFN02
 

A small quantity of disarticulated human bone and a copper ‘grip
plate’ from a coffin, probably 19th-c in date, were found, having 

been disturbed by earlier groundwork. Otherwise, recent made 

ground generally overlay the natural clay.
 

Summit House, Moon Lane, Barnet TQ 2467 9665 MoLAS (Dick 
Bluer) evaluation June 2002 Bishops MBE02 

A single trench at the W end of the site revealed topsoil of 20th-c 
origin overlying natural gravels. 

13-15 Moxon Street, 18-20 Tapster Street, Barnet TQ 2462 9657 
MoLAS (Tom Wilson, Tony Mackinder) watching brief, evaluation 
Mar, May 2002 Sherborne Properties Ltd MTB02 

In one of two trenches, two brick cellars of properties that fronted 
onto Tapster Street were recorded, as well as a brick well and two 
brick-lined cesspits. They were 19th-c in date. There were also 
several 19th-c land raising dumps. In the other trench an undated 
shallow cut into the natural gravel was recorded: it may have been a 
quarry cut or have represented terracing. This cut was covered by an 
undated soil deposit with a post-medieval land-raising dump above. 

Belle Vue Cinema, Station Road, Edgware TQ 1938 9195 PCA 
(Shane Maher) watching brief Mar 2002 Wilcon Homes North 
London SAG02 

Natural silt clay was overlaid by a layer of modern rubble and clay. 

BEXLEY 

10 Crook Log, Bexleyheath TQ 4815 7550 PCA (Stuart Holden) 
evaluation Apr-May 2002 Building Associates Ltd COF02 

Natural sand was overlaid by ploughsoil containing 18th- to 19th-c 
material. 

Safeway Retail Development, Sidcup High Street, Sidcup TQ 
4626 7168 MoLAS (Elaine Eastbury) watching brief May-July 2002 
Safeway Stores plc SUG02 

Features associated with the houses that previously occupied the site 
were located above the natural gravels, including two wells, rubbish 
pits and a wall footing. Also recorded were three soakaways and an 
associated drainage ditch. They probably related to printing works 
that also previously occupied the site. 

BRENT 

Land at Banister Road, Kensal Green, W10 TQ 2382 8288 HAT 

(Dan Hounsell) watching brief Feb 2002 Rialto Homes plc BBE02
 

Made ground of recent date directly overlay London Clay.
 

Land off Westfield Close, Kingsbury, NW9 TQ 2170 8930 AOC 

(Diccon Hart) evaluation June 2002 Sarbir Contracts WIF02
 

Two possible plough marks were revealed in the natural brickearth, 

sealed by subsoil. Above lay 19th- to 20th-c make-up.
 

BROMLEY 

Scadbury Manor, Beddington Road, Chislehurst TQ 4584 7010 
ODAS (Alan Hart) excavation Aug 2001 – Dec 2002 SCM01 

The site was some 150m W of the medieval moated manor house. 
Removal of concrete surfaces and other recent deposits exposed 
foundations or remains of four buildings (mainly of agricultural 
usage) dating from 16th c to late-19th c. Brick building foundations 
of 16th-c date, partitioned into five cells, were placed on a levelling 
deposit above the natural sandy clay. A levelled rubble area, most 
probably the base for a wooden building, and two small brick pits 
are likely to have been constructed c. 1800; they were surrounded by 
laid knapped flint surfaces. The foundations of a large brick piggery 
of 1900 were also recorded. 

Church of St Nicholas, Church Lane, Chislehurst TQ 4441 6992 
ODAS (Alan Hart) excavation Aug 2001 NIH01 

A restricted area under the flagstones of the 19th-c S porch of the 
church (founded in 15th c) was excavated in advance of possible 
construction of improved access for the disabled. Immediately under 
the flagstones was found a large worked fragment of oolitic 
limestone. It was at least 0.95m long, 0.26m deep and its width 
tapered from 0.45 to 0.27m. No inscription was visible. It is 
probably the shaft of a discarded churchyard cross and, if so, is 
likely to date to 1504. A mid-late 19th-c date is likely for deposition. 

Church of St Martin of Tours, Church Road, Chelsfield TQ 4795 
6401 ODAS (Alan Hart) excavation May-June 2001 MNU01 

Four small trenches were dug in the churchyard (f. 12th c), 
positioned at the corners of a proposed extension to adjoin the N 
wall of the nave. Excavation was limited to the depth of the new 
footings, the earliest deposit containing many disturbed human bone 
fragments. No disturbance was apparent after c. 1750 and it was 
sealed by a shallow soil. One undisturbed shallow burial, supine, 
E-facing, with no traces of coffin, was revealed close to the nave 
wall. 

St John Rigby School, Layhams Road, West Wickham TQ 3896 
6475 CA (Geoff Potter) watching brief Feb 2002 Board of 
Governors of the St John Rigby RC College SSK02 

Truncated natural sand was overlaid by made ground of mid-19th-c 
date, and by contemporary foundations of the recently demolished 
building. In the centre of the site the base of a flint and chalk wall 
was found; it may relate to buildings documented in the early-17th c 
and could even be contemporary with the construction of the nearby 
Wickham Court (c. 1470). The wall may have formed the base of a 
chimney. From the 19th-c made ground was recovered a piece of 
worked Reigate stone, apparently part of an ashlar block and likely 
to date to the late-15th or early-16th c. 
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Downe House, Luxted Road, Downe, Orpington TQ 4314 6115 
PCA (Timothy Bradley) watching brief Feb-Mar 2002 English 
Heritage DON02 

A series of 19th-c paths was identified above the natural clay in the 
orchard area of the gardens. The foundation trench of a similarly 
dated tool shed was also located, as was the post socket for the net 
post of the tennis court. The kitchen garden wall and a shed in the 
service yard were also recorded. 

Eltham College (visitors drop-off/pick-up area), Mottingham 

Lane, Eltham, SE9 TQ 4180 7300 WA (Kevin Richie) evaluation 
June 2002 Eltham College ELC02 

Some evidence of modern ground levelling was recorded above 
natural gravels. 

Brook Industrial Estate, Orpington Retail Park, Sevenoaks 

Way, Orpington TQ 4608 6842 SAS (Jeff Perry) watching brief 
Feb 2002 Royal and Sun Alliance BIK02 

The site was heavily truncated in modern times. Made ground, 
containing 19th- to 20th-c brick and tile, overlay the natural gravel. 

Thames Water Sewer, Village Way to Shaftesbury Road, 

Beckenham TQ 3704 6919 MoLAS (Simon Davis) watching brief 
July-Aug 2002 Thames Water TWS02 

A 19th- or 20th-c rubbish pit was revealed in the natural gravels. 

CAMDEN 

Stables Market, Chalk Farm Road, Camden, N1 TQ 2865 8418 
AOC (Darryl Palmer) watching brief Sept-Oct 2002 Arup STC02 

Footings of single, squared sandstone blocks were recorded in two 
trenches. It seems likely that they related to an earlier (and fairly 
substantial) railway structure. In another trench a concrete floor and 
overlying demolition layers had probably been related to a glass-
bottling factory which formerly occupied part of the site. A deep 
foundation was also recorded in this trench: it may also have been 
associated with an earlier railway structure. 

17 Charterhouse Street Extension (former sports building), 138

140 Saffron Hill, EC2 TQ 3150 8172 MoLAS (Nick Holder, David 
Sankey) evaluation, watching brief Feb, May 2002 Diamond 
Trading Centre CSG02 

London Clay in the W of the site had been removed by a large 
quarry pit which contained material dated to the late 15th to turn of 
the 16th/17th c. It would have been situated on the margin of the 
Bishop of Ely’s Inn, shortly before it was sold for 17th-c suburban 
development. A late-17th- or early-18th-c brick drain was traced, 
indicating that the contemporary property, 138 or 140 Saffron Hill, 
had no cellar. A cellar of similar date, however, was located for the 
property to the N, 136 Saffron Hill. 

St John’s Chapel, Downshire Hill, Hampstead, NW3 TQ 2698 
8570 HAT (Lee Prosser with Adrian Gibson, Kathren Henry) 
building recording July 2002 MEB Partnership DWH02 

The chapel, a Grade I listed building, was recorded. It is set among 
Regency period villas, constructed in 1822-23 as part of a successful 
speculative venture by Kennington builder William Woods; it 
remains the only proprietorial chapel in the diocese of London, 
whose rights are vested in the congregation. The church was 
constructed in austere Classical style, and unusually, has remained 
largely unaltered. It has become a rare example of its type. 

Kings Cross Underground Station Redevelopment (Phase 2 

Works), Euston Road, NW1 TQ 3019 8306 MoLAS (Alison 
Telfer) standing building recording, watching brief Feb-May 2002 
London Underground Ltd KXS01 

Initial work in 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 3) was followed by a 
watching brief during the construction of a new Northern Line 
Ticket Hall. The oldest structure recorded was a brick icehouse, 
dating to the 18th c. This was most likely associated with the 
London Smallpox Hospital which was situated on the E side of 
Pancras Place before the construction of St Pancras railway terminus 

and hotel, to the N of the Great Northern Hotel. A curving brick 
tunnel was added in the 19th c to connect the icehouse to the 
kitchens of the Great Northern Hotel, to re-use it for storage. A new 
floor was consequently added to the icehouse at a corresponding 
height to the floor of the tunnel; the upper wall and domed ceiling of 
the icehouse were rendered and metal fixtures attached. The 
icehouse was infilled with brick rubble and a manhole inserted at its 
top in the second half of the 20th c, although it is unclear when the 
icehouse was last used. The tunnel had also been backfilled. 

321-329 Finchley Road, Hampstead, NW3 TQ 2600 8550 MoLAS 
(Raoul Bull) watching brief June-Aug 2002 Regime Developments 
FRC02 

A possible ploughsoil, dated by a single Roman sherd, was recorded 
in the NW of the site. Elsewhere London Clay was terraced or 
overlaid by made ground associated with the construction of the 
adjacent Finchley Road and Frognal Station in the latter part of the 
19th c. 

Salisbury House, Bullens Yard, 49 High Street, Highgate, N6 TQ 
2848 8734 CA (Robin Densem) watching brief Dec 2002 Dr Nigel 
Legge HGG02 

Salisbury House, erected in c. 1795 and added to in c. 1890, is a 
Grade II Listed Building. The watching brief took place during 
alterations to the access of the cellar and recorded a ploughsoil, 
containing possible medieval material, above the natural gravel. WC 

The City Literary Institute, Keeley Street, WC2 TQ 3054 8123 
MoLAS (Tony Mackinder) watching brief May 2002 The City 
Literary Institute KEL00 

An evaluation (LA 9, supp. 3 (2001) 69) was followed by a watching 
brief during demolition. Modern make-up was observed. WC 

Former Phoenix Cinema, Phoenix Street, WC2 TQ 2995 8115 
PCA (James Taylor) evaluation Apr 2002 Metropolis One PHE02 

Overlying the natural gravels was a series of dumps, probably 
ground levelling for works associated with the 18th- to 19th-c 
buildings on the site. Two sherds of early medieval pottery were also 
found, possibly indicating the remains of a backfilled quarry. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, St Pancras Terminal and King’s 

Cross Lands, York Way, Euston Road, NW1 TQ 3010 8360 
GAP/PCA (Phil Emery, Kevin Wooldridge, Hanne Rendall, Tiziana 
Vitali) excavations, watching brief Jan-Dec 2002 Union Railways 
(North) Ltd YKW01 

Work continued from 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 3) when a total of 
103 separate archaeological observations were made on sites located 
across an area of 91 ha. Twenty-four observations recorded evidence 
of alluvial deposits and/or infilled palaeochannels; none of them 
produced dating evidence. Observations at locations along the length 
of Goods Way (TQ 3020 8330) have enabled a profile of the slope 
of the underlying topography (the E bank of the River Fleet) to be 
projected over a distance of some 70m. Infilled river channels, 
tributaries of the Rivers Fleet and Brill, have been observed at the E 
end of Brill Place (TQ 2950 8315), along the line of Cheney Road 
(TQ 3015 8317), beneath the 18th-c graveyard extension in Camley 
Street and running across the King’s Cross Lands area (TQ 3000 
8390), N of the Regents Canal. A structural survey of the existing 
retaining wall of the E side of St Pancras Gardens (TQ 2983 8342), 
formerly the churchyard of Old St Pancras Church, was carried out 
before ground reduction. A watching brief on the subsequent ground 
reduction recovered 893 individual gravestone and tomb fragments 
and approximately 75 interments; the gravestones dated from 
between 1703 and 1861. A watching brief also took place on the E 
extension of the Old St Pancras burial ground in Camley Street (TQ 
2994 8338). Initially this work observed and quantified 
approximately 400 inhumations disturbed by construction activity 
through the cemetery deposits; subsequently limited archaeological 
recording of the inhumations took place. Up to Nov 2002, 
approximately 2600 inhumations were cleared from this area by the 
exhumation company, of which 156 were retained for archaeological 
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study. In addition approximately 300 items of coffin furniture were 
recovered. This area of the cemetery was initially set aside for 
Roman Catholic burials from 1793 onwards and a number of the 
identified burials appear to be French émigrés from the latter years 
of the 18th c. Excavation in one part of this cemetery revealed some 
details of early to mid-19th c burial practice, including a suggested 
burial density approaching four burials per cubic metre of ground, 
the careful placing of juvenile and neonate burials in the spaces left 
between adult burials and within the backfill of adult graves, a 
disregard for burial orientation where burials were made in large 
common trenches and, in places, the careful respect for and minimal 
disturbance of earlier, deeper burials. Three watching brief 
observations were made of buildings adjacent to the Regents Canal 
(TQ 3000 8340), six were of domestic buildings sealed beneath the 
foundations of St Pancras Station (TQ 3010 8300) and thus dated to 
before 1864, and a further six of buildings located in the area of the 
former Potato Market (TQ 3030 8360) on York Way. Four 
observations were made in association with works to remove the 
King’s Cross Gas Holders (TQ 3000 8330). During the ground 
reduction works in St Pancras Gardens (TQ 2983 8342), four cast 
iron pillars belonging to the original Midland Railway viaduct 
leading into St Pancras Station were recorded. A further thirteen 
Midland Railway structures, including three engine turntables, were 
recorded at other locations. A total of eleven trial pits were recorded 
in the Undercroft of St Pancras Station (TQ 3010 8300). Three sub
surface railway features were also recorded, including a section of 
the Hotel Curve Tunnel of the Great Northern Railway adjacent to 
the Great Northern Hotel (TQ 3019 8313). WC 

CITY OF LONDON 

140 Aldersgate Street, EC2 TQ 3208 8180 MoLAS (David Sankey) 

watching brief July-Sept 2002 Centurion Millennium Ltd AGR02
 

Natural gravels were exposed below the modern basements. A single 

late medieval gravel extraction pit was recorded on the E side, 

within the precinct of the Priory of St Bartholomew the Great (f. 

1123).
 

12 Arthur Street, EC4 TQ 3277 8076 MoLAS (Dan Swift) 

watching brief Jan-May 2002 Shieldpoint AUT01
 

The extraction of existing piles and the subsequent installation of 

new piles were monitored, following an earlier excavation (LA 10, 

supp. 1 (2002) 3). Further Roman deposits were recorded.
 

Stationers’ Hall, Ave Maria Lane, EC4 TQ 3180 8118 MoLAS 

(Jo Lyon) watching brief Oct 2002 Farebrother Chartered Surveyors 

AMR02
 

A drain trench directly outside the building was monitored. A series 

of rubble dumps containing 18th-c material was recorded. Natural 

strata were not reached.
 

1 Bartholomew Lane, 62-63 Threadneedle Street, EC2 TQ 3282 

8123 MoLAS (Lesley Dunwoodie) evaluation Apr 2002 Royal and 

Sun Alliance Property Investments BMM02
 

Modern material was noted below the concrete slab. Natural strata 

were not observed.
 

35 Basinghall Street, EC2 TQ 3255 8148 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) 

evaluation Mar 2002 Stanhope plc BEI02
 

Medieval and later deposits were observed above the natural 

brickearth. The site had been truncated by 20th-c basement 

construction in the W of the site.
 

Moor House, Beech Street and 1 London Wall – Fore Street 


(Cable Trench), EC2 TQ 3262 8159 - TQ 3237 8192; TQ 3215 

8153 - TQ 3243 8167 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) watching brief Dec 

2002 24seven BHC02
 

A cable trench was observed from Moor House to Beech Street and 

No 1 London Wall to Fore Street, special attention being paid to 

work carried out across the top of Noble Street and along Wood 

Street where the trench passed over the line of the Roman and 

medieval City Wall and the Roman Cripplegate Fort, both of which 


are SAMs. Large blocks of masonry recorded in the trench as it 
crossed Wood Street may be the remains of the medieval gatehouse 
of the City wall. A causeway was also found extending out from the 
wall. Evidence was recorded for the Roman footings of the wall and 
the later medieval footings, the latter probably associated with the 
rebuilding and strengthening of the wall. No further archaeological 
deposits were observed along the length of the trench. WC 

100 Cannon Street, EC4 TQ 3274 8087 MoLAS (Robin Wroe-Brown) 
excavation Feb-July 2002 The Property Merchant Group CNQ01 

Following an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 4), extensive 
refurbishment work was monitored because the W half of the site lay 
within the SAM of the Roman Governor’s Palace. Natural brickearth 
and gravels were cut by 1st- or 2nd-c pits, including sand and gravel 
extraction pits. Late Saxon occupation was indicated by the presence 
of a single cesspit. Further pits are dated to the late medieval period, 
including an unusually deep cesspit and a large stone-lined feature, 
the latter functioning as a cesspit in its final use but probably 
originally serving an industrial purpose. Pottery from the fills seems 
to indicate fairly high-status ownership. The remains of a 17th- to 
18th-c wall, a chalk-lined well and more cesspits, confirm the 
evidence that the area remained open as backyards to properties on 
Cannon Street and Lawrence Pountney Hill. Above these features 
the site was severely truncated by modern building construction. 

Rolls Estate (south garden), Chancery Lane, EC4 TQ 3120 8128 
MoLAS (Raoul Bull) watching brief Aug-Sept 2002 King’s College 
RLB02 

Modern deposits of made ground and topsoil were recorded. A gold 
ring, possibly of 16th-c date, was recovered. Natural was not 
observed. 

31-32, 35-37 Cock Lane, EC1 TQ 3173 8153 MoLAS (Raoul Bull, 
Isca Howell, Dan Swift) evaluation July-Nov 2002 United House 
CKA02/CKU02 

The site of 31-32 Cock Lane was truncated down to the level of the 
natural gravel. It was cut by several features, including a human 
burial, and overlaid by make-up layers containing Roman pottery. At 
35 Cock Lane crushed chalk and human remains were recorded in a 
grave cut into the natural gravels. The human remains from both 
sites were probably part of the known Roman cemetery in this area. 
The grave at 35 Cock Lane was sealed by the remains of a medieval 
chalk and mortar wall foundation. At 36-37 Cock Lane 19th-c made 
ground directly overlay natural gravel. WC 

Austral House, Coleman Street, EC2 TQ 3261 8154 MoLAS 
(Sadie Watson) watching brief Sept 2002 Ove Arup LNA99 

Following an evaluation (LA 9, supp. 2 (2000) 38), a watching brief 
was undertaken. Modern rubble and concrete slabs were observed in 
test pits, suggesting extensive truncation during construction of the 
standing building. Natural strata were not reached. 

Swiss Re (Baltic Exchange), Devonshire Square (Cable Trench), 

EC3 and EC2 TQ 3337 8133 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) watching brief 
Oct-Nov 2002 24seven DVQ02 

In Goring Street a section of the Roman City Wall, a SAM, was 
observed, including the external and internal faces. A further 
fragment of masonry was recorded to the NE, interpreted as rubble 
from the nearby bastion associated with this section of the wall. 

Hamilton House, 3 Exchange Place, EC2 TQ 3318 8190 MoLAS 
(Jon Sygrave) watching brief Aug-Sept 2002 The British Land 
Company EXG02 

Dumped deposits of 18th-19th c date were recorded on the higher 
areas of the site, notably along Pindar Street to the W. Elsewhere 
natural gravel was recorded directly below the basement slab. 

Caroone House, 14 Farringdon Street, EC4 TQ 3164 8127 PCA 
(James Taylor) evaluation July-Aug 2002 British Land 
Developments Ltd FAS02 

Most of the investigated trenches yielded residual Roman material, 
dated exclusively to the 1st and 2nd c. In the W of the site waterlaid 
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silts dating to 1st-2nd c were recorded above the natural gravels; 
they may represent early waterfront or foreshore deposits of the 
River Fleet. Waterlaid deposits or possible dumping were recorded 
across the site; together with possible ditches, they are dated to the 
medieval period. The presence of medieval building material to the 
NE suggests that some structural activity was taking place nearby at 
this time. Reclamation dumping then took place before structural 
activity on the site in the late 16th and early 17th c. Brick and 
masonry structures, probably located just outside the limits of the 
Fleet Prison complex (12th-19th c), were recorded in the N of the 
site. A large chalk and ragstone wall was also observed, possibly 
marking the perimeter of the Fleet Prison or related to some of its 
larger internal structures. A series of brick structures, revealed in the 
N of the site, appears to date to just after the medieval period. The 
earliest consists of two floors separated by a brick wall, with an 
underlying gully. Its abandonment, dated to 1660-1680, is likely to 
have been caused by the Great Fire of 1666. In the W of the site was 
revealed a brick-lined cellar with two distinct builds, each with its 
associated floor; the earlier was timber and the later brick. It is dated 
to mid-late 15th c to mid-late 17th c. Constant use and modification 
of the building is suggested, culminating in the addition of a later 
timber structure. This was apparently damaged in the Great Fire and 
backfilled shortly afterwards. A period of rebuilding followed, 
evidenced by a brick-lined gully dating to the early 18th c, the wall 
of a new structure that shows signs of hasty building, a brick culvert, 
possibly replacing the prison’s moat, and a ragstone and chalk wall 
in the S and E which may represent a new enclosure wall to the W of 
the prison. A significant brick building dating to the late 18th-20th c 
was discovered. The final stages of the site are characterised by 
19th-c dumping, truncated by groundwork associated with the 
building of Rail Yard in the 19th c and Caroone House. 

Plantation Place (formerly Plantation House, 31-35 Fenchurch 

Street, 4-16 Mincing Lane & 23 Rood Lane, 26–28 Fenchurch 

Street, 36-38 Fenchurch Street, 1-3 Mincing Lane and 53 Great 

Tower Street), EC3 TQ 3316 8088 MoLAS (Chiz Harward) 
watching brief, excavation Aug-Dec 2002 The British Land 
Company FER97 

Following the excavation of the central area and of selected pile 
positions (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 5), further work was carried out 
around the S area of the site. Existing basements had generally 
truncated the area down to the natural brickearth except for a small 
area where a gravel surface was observed in section above the 
brickearth. This may represent an early N-S alley or road. It was 
sealed by brickearth dumps, possibly including some structural 
activity. Several Roman wells, originally timber-lined, and pits were 
recorded. Evidence for Saxo-Norman pits was found, as was 
medieval occupation, consisting of rubbish pits and wells, including 
a chalk-lined well dating to the late-13th or early-14th c. 

60-63 Fenchurch Street, EC3 TQ 3336 8098 WA (Vaughan Birbeck) 
excavation June-Aug 2002 Frogmore Developments Ltd FNE01

 The excavation followed an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 5). 
The earliest trace of human activity on the site, represented by a very 
small assemblage of worked flint, is probably of Mesolithic and later 
date. A moderate assemblage of Middle-Late Iron Age pottery was 
recovered from topsoil deposits underlying a Roman sequence 
dating to the late 1st to late 2nd/early 3rd c. The earliest Roman 
activity on the site comprised substantial ditches defining the line of 
the E-W road between Aldgate and the forum, but probably pre
dating the earliest road surface. A further large ditch divided the area 
to the S of the road. Three cremation burials and dumps of pyre 
debris also belong to the earliest phases of Roman activity. An 
unusual burial, found in the base of one of the earliest ditches, was 
probably contemporary with the cremations. At about the same time 
as the earliest metalled road surface was laid, the early ditches were 
backfilled, and the area was levelled up in preparation for the first of 
15 Roman buildings recorded on the site. The earliest clay and 
timber buildings were constructed, probably in the last quarter of the 

1st c AD. They were replaced in the late 1st or early 2nd c by a 
series of 8 small industrial buildings in the E of the site, which 
appear to have been largely associated with metal-working, both 
smelting and smithing. In the W of the site an early building was 
replaced by a larger timber-framed building, possibly a shop. Two 
large masonry buildings replaced the industrial buildings and the 
shop in the mid-2nd c; opus signinum and tessellated floors suggest 
they were of relatively high status. In the late-2nd or early-3rd c a 
third masonry building, probably domestic, was constructed in the 
W side of the site. These buildings may have fallen out of use by the 
mid-3rd c. Final robbing of some of the masonry walls is dated to 
the 11th or 12th c. Cut into the Roman deposits was a series of 
medieval and 16th- to 18th-c rubbish or cesspits and wells, which 
indicate two properties in almost the exact position of the modern 
buildings. Tanning appears to have been an important industrial 
activity on the site. Substantial 19th-c brick and concrete footings 
cut through the sequence. 

Finsbury Avenue Square, EC2 TQ 3300 8179 MoLAS (Isca Howell, 
Jon Sygrave) evaluation Apr-May 2002 watching brief Aug-Sept 2002 
excavation, watching brief Oct-Nov 2002 Bovis Lend Lease FNB02 

Natural brickearth along the E edge of the site was cut by a 
palaeochannel into which a smaller channel appeared to flow from 
the NW. The brickearth was also cut by a 16th-c ditch which had 
been revetted along one side and whose fill contained an otter skull. 
To the SW of the ditch, and apparently later than it, there were at 
least 9 shallow rectangular pits, all filled with fire debris, that appear 
to have been formally arranged. They are similar to features depicted 
in this area on the Agas map. To the NE of the ditch possible 
evidence of a building was found, as well as two parallel gullies and 
a cesspit. All these features were sealed by a soil that may be 
evidence for an orchard that existed on the site in the early-17th c. 
The entire site was covered by Great Fire debris before it was built 
over in the late-17th c. The remains of these buildings consisted of 
extensive brick footings and, in one room, a ceramic tiled floor had 
survived. Associated with the buildings were the remains of a 
drainage and sewer system to the NE. To the NW was a horn-core 
lined pit, indicating the outside of the buildings. The site was 
truncated by the construction of Broad Street Railway Station in the 
19th c or the Broadgate Centre in the 20th c. The only evidence for 
the presence of the former station was a brick and concrete 
foundation supporting large cast-iron mountings for a hoist to 
unload goods from the trains. 

Patent Office (former), 1 Furnival Street, EC4 TQ 3113 8145 
MoLAS (David Sankey) watching brief May-Sept 2002 City & 
General FUV01 

The watching brief, following an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 
5), found that the natural brickearth had been comprehensively 
quarried. Mid-late 17th-c fills were observed throughout the site, cut 
by the brick foundations of the former Patent Office. 

15-17 Furnival Street, 13 Took’s Court, EC1 TQ 3117 8148 
MoLAS (David Sankey) watching brief Mar-Aug 2002 Siddell 
Gibson FUN01 

A second watching brief followed that of 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 
(2002) 5). Natural brickearth in the SE corner of the site had been 
cut by a feature containing what appeared to be a horizontally-lying 
human femur or humerus (which was so fragile that it disintegrated 
during excavation). It may have been the remnants of a burial from 
the known Roman cemetery in this area. Reworked brickearth with 
Roman tile may also indicate Roman activity, possibly connected 
with the cemetery. Alternatively the Roman tile could be residual 
and the deposit from a much later cut feature. There were quarries 
dating from the 16th- to mid-19th c penetrating the natural gravels in 
the N and W of the site. 

Godliman Street, EC4 TQ 3200 8099 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) 
watching brief June-July 2002 Mills & Whipp for 24seven Utility 
Services Ltd GON02 
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Work on a cable trench was monitored: only modern deposits were 
observed. 

3-6 Gracechurch Street, EC3 TQ 3299 8107 MoLAS (Sadie 
Watson) excavation, watching brief Mar-Sept 2002 Universities 
Superannuation Scheme Ltd GRK01 

This phase of work, following an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 
5), monitored the excavation of new foundation positions. In one of 
them, at the W end of the site, fragmentary deposits were recorded, 
including gravel surfaces contemporary with the first phase of the 
Roman forum-basilica (constructed AD 70-80). A partly robbed, E
W aligned foundation was also recorded, interpreted as the S wall of 
the second basilica (constructed in the early-2nd c AD). Early 
medieval pottery, found in the top backfills of the robber cut, may 
indicate when the wall was robbed. 

10 Gresham Street (‘Retail Area’) (formerly 2-12 Gresham 

Street), EC1 TQ 3228 8133 MoLAS (Antony Francis) excavation 
Apr-July 2002 Standard Life Assurance Company GSM97 

The final phase of the excavation took place in the NW corner of the 
site, following an excavation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 5-6). A small 
amount of prehistoric pottery and flint flakes, probably residual, was 
recovered from redeposited brickearth overlying the natural 
brickearth. More of the E-W Roman road identified previously was 
revealed; it was constructed of loosely compacted layers of gravel 
with a high proportion of soil. This is in contrast to the clean gravel 
of the N-S road found earlier and may indicate differences in the 
status and usage of the roads. The remains of Roman houses fronting 
onto the road were uncovered; they were represented by successions 
of floors, occupation deposits, drainage gullies and a tile hearth. 
Medieval pits cut through the earlier deposits, and the substantial 
chalk and gravel foundations of a medieval building were located in 
the NW corner of the site. 

54-66 Gresham Street, 25-26 Old Jewry, 13 Ironmonger Lane, 

EC2 TQ 3255 8127 WA (Vaughan Birbeck, Phil Frickers, Kirsten 
Egging) evaluation Oct 2002 Frogmore Investments Ltd GMT02 

A small part of an Roman tessellated floor was recorded in situ 
beneath 26 Old Jewry. It may be part of a known 3rd-c building with 
mosaic and tessellated floors located to the immediate S. At 66 
Gresham Street a possible metalled external surface, of probable 
Roman date, was revealed above the natural gravel and below two 
dumps of Roman date. They had been cut by the construction of a 
masonry-lined medieval pit or cellar. Other pits of probable 
medieval date were also recorded at 26 Old Jewry. Recovered finds 
are consistent with domestic occupation for both periods; animal 
bone from medieval contexts suggests the consumption of high-
status food. 

1 Hare Court, Inner Temple, EC4 TQ 3180 8104 PCA (Ireneo 
Grosso) watching brief Jan-Mar 2002 The Honourable Society of 
The Inner Temple HEC02 

A small pit of possible mid-Saxon date containing residual Roman 
material was revealed in the W trench above natural gravels. A large 
undated quarry pit was revealed in the trench to the E, as well as 
17th-c rubbish pits recorded on the site. The removal of part of the 
facing on an internal wall revealed the re-use of earlier building 
material within the core of the standing walls in the basement. 

St Andrew’s Church, Holborn Viaduct, EC1 TQ 3147 8152 
MoLAS (Adrian Miles) watching brief Jan-July 2002 The Guild 
Church of St Andrew’s Church Holborn HUD01 

A watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 9) continued, with a total of 
1794 burials recorded during the clearance of the crypt. Of these 
1055 were in lead coffins, the remainder in wooden coffins, dating 
between 1691 and 1853. There were 995 nameplates at least 
partially legible, the majority of lead, although a number of brass 
plates were recorded and very occasionally iron plates survived in 
sufficiently good condition to be legible. Some had details inscribed 
directly into the lead of the coffin. Many of the coffins had more 
than one plate; the main plate would have been attached to the outer, 

wooden shell, while a second plate was attached directly onto the 
lead shell. In many cases a third plate was also found: these tended 
to be smaller, plain plates, giving only very basic information, and 
would have been attached to the end of the coffin, either at the head 
or foot end. The structure of the crypt was also recorded, together 
with a related drainage system. A single Roman pit was recorded 
under the tower of the church. 

Rectory House, 7a Laurence Pountney Hill, EC2 TQ 3274 8078 
MoLAS (Nick Holder) standing building recording, watching brief 
May-Aug 2002 Totus Design Group Ltd LPH02 

Natural strata were not observed. Roman walls and a floor were 
revealed; they may have been part of a large 2nd-c building that was 
found to the W. Chalk wall foundations on a slightly different 
alignment are probably the remains of 12th- or 13th-c buildings 
fronting E onto Laurence Pountney Lane. A substantial medieval 
wall surviving 4m in elevation is interpreted as the retaining wall for 
the churchyard of St Laurence Pountney. A yard lay on the S side of 
this churchyard wall with buildings to the W and S, and a new 
alignment of Laurence Pountney Lane to the E. Recording of the 
17th-c building concentrated on a half floor or ‘mezzanine’ floor 
slightly below the current lower ground floor level. The staircases 
linking the various floors were examined and it is suggested that the 
building was extensively modified in the late 18th or 19th c. 

21 Lime Street, EC3 TQ 3306 8098 MoLAS (Lesley Dunwoodie) 
excavation Aug-Dec 2002 Churchill Securities LME01 

Excavations followed an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 7). 
Above the natural brickearth were recorded the walls, floor surfaces 
and beam slots of a series of Roman buildings dating to the 1st c 
AD. They were succeeded by masonry and tile-coursed walls of the 
second forum, built between AD 100-130. These walls confirm the 
ground plan of the forum: two central ranges flanked by an inner and 
an outer portico. While modern basements have truncated most of 
the floors associated with the central ranges, some surviving 
fragments of a broken tile surface, a burnt planking floor, 
compressed mortar and opus signinum have all been recorded in 
clearly defined rooms. The earliest floor associated with the outer 
portico was an opus signinum surface laid onto a thick layer of 
building rubble. Later, after the forum had been in use for a long 
period, there were indications of industrial usage, including a 
quantity of metal-smelting slag from a shallow pit. A compact 
pebble surface and a later mortar surface were found in the inner 
portico, together with a tile-lined oven. Outside the forum to the E, a 
sequence of N-S road was found. Composed of compacted gravel, 
the road had been re-laid at least eight times, raising the surface by 
more than a metre. Associated roadside drainage features were also 
observed. Many of the walls were extensively robbed in the early 
medieval period resulting in massive backfilled trenches across the 
site. Other evidence for medieval activity includes a wall foundation 
on the E side of the site and extensive pitting. Most of the post-
medieval features have been truncated by modern basements but 
deep features such as cesspits and a well have been recorded. WC 

Moor House, 119 London Wall, EC2 TQ 3265 8161 PCA 
(Jonathan Butler) excavation, watching brief Feb-Nov 2002 The 
Moor House Ltd Partnership MRL98 

Excavation followed a watching brief (LA 9, supp. 1 (1999) 7). Four 
struck flints and a small quantity of burnt flint were recovered 
residually from later deposits. The flints are most likely of Neolithic 
or Bronze Age date. Cutting the natural gravels were possible stream 
channels, some of which had Late Iron Age or early Roman pottery 
within. The Roman period was characterized by mainly 2nd-c quarry 
pits and ditches, as well as structural features and gravel surfaces, 
the latter dated to 1st-2nd c AD. The partial remains of a human 
skeleton, apparently within a cut, together with a quantity of human 
bone recovered residually, may be the surviving evidence for a 
Roman cemetery. Above these features a probable marsh deposit 
had built up. A section of the medieval City ditch was revealed in 
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the S part of the site, several phases of re-cutting being identified. A 
network of drainage ditches was found to cut the marsh deposits: 
two large E-W ditches in the N and S of the site, and at least 6 
smaller N-S ditches in between, set out at regular intervals. The S 
ditch contained several timber barrel staves within the fill; they may 
have been reused in a fence along the ditch which subsequently 
collapsed into it. Evidence of a much larger N-S ditch was revealed 
along the E side of the site; this ditch, originally revetted, continued 
beyond the S ditch towards the City ditch. Its latest phase is dated to 
the late-16th or early-17th c. A large rectangular pit was found 
containing a quantity of antlers. A series of barrel wells, brick-lined 
wells, brick- and timber-lined cesspits and rubbish pits were 
recorded and would have belonged to the first buildings constructed 
on the former marsh in the second half of the 17th c. One of the 
barrel wells was backfilled with a large quantity of pottery wasters 
dating to the early-17th c, suggesting the presence of pottery kilns 
on or near the site. The final phase of activity recorded was a large 
19th-c brick culvert. 

41 Lothbury, EC2 TQ 3277 8128 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) watching 
brief May-July 2002 Mills & Whipp on behalf of Royal Bank of 
Scotland LBU01 

The watching brief, monitoring work on pile cap positions, followed 
one in 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 7). Waterborne deposits, 
probably from a Walbrook channel, were observed in one. 
Elsewhere, natural gravel and London Clay were observed. 
Three Quays House, Lower Thames Street, EC3 TQ 3335 8055 
MoLAS (Robin Wroe-Brown) evaluation June 2002 Viewmile Ltd 
TQH02 

Following an evaluation in 1996 (LA 8 supp. 3 (1997) 80 (LTS95)), 
further evaluation pits were examined. The earliest evidence was 
probably medieval in date and consisted of a sequence of foreshores 
and a timber beam. Succeeding this was a series of 16th- and 17th-c 
foreshores and waterfront dumps. Above was a complex of low 
walls, a drain and a circular brick-lined feature, all of which may be 
evidence for light industry. To the S a sloping cobbled surface ran 
down through the probable line of the 17th-c waterfront, represented 
by a fragment of brick wall. The cobbled surface may have been an 
access route to the river. To the E were recorded consolidation 
dumps behind the 17th-c river wall which lay to the S. Groups of 
timbers, that may represent the remains of waterfront structures, 
were also located. Part of a brick cellar wall was recorded; it could 
have been contemporary with the use of the 17th-c waterfront. Later 
sequences had been truncated during construction of Victorian and 
modern buildings. 

Shield House, 16 New Street, EC2 TQ 3334 8155 MoLAS (Robin 
Wroe-Brown) evaluation Dec 2002 Peabody Shield House Ltd 
Partnership NEE02 

An evaluation took place in the basement and open courtyard of this 
Grade II Listed Building, a Victorian warehouse. Natural strata were 
not observed. In the basement area redeposited brickearth was 
recorded in a borehole; it may have been backfill of a Roman 
brickearth extraction pit. Above this was a possible medieval 
ploughsoil, truncated by the construction of a 17th- or 18th-c cellar 
with a brick floor. Other post-medieval cellars and pits were also 
recorded. A brick sewer was located in the courtyard area . WC 

45 Quality Court, EC4 TQ 3113 8146 MoLAS (Alison Telfer) 
watching brief Apr-May 2002 Sidell Gibson Architects QLY01 

Continuation of a watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 8) provided 
more evidence of the backfilling of extensive brickearth extraction 
pits in the late medieval and/or 17th- to early-18th c when the area 
was open land. 

Former Salvation Army International Headquarters, 99-101 

Queen Victoria Street, EC4 TQ 3210 8091 PCA (Jon Butler) 
excavation Oct-Dec 2002 Bowmer & Kirkland QUV01 

Excavation of pile locations along the S part of the site and within 
Booth Hall followed an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 8) and 

revealed a series of timber piles driven into the London Clay. Along 
the extreme S part of the site the natural deposits dropped off 
sharply to the S towards the Thames, where probable foreshore 
deposits, overlaid by Roman dumped deposits, were recorded. 
Several timber piles were revealed driven through these deposits; 
similar piles from the evaluation have been dated to the winter AD 
293 or spring AD 294, and formed the base of a chalk platform for a 
second building complex. This chalk platform was revealed during 
the reduction of the Booth Lane pavement. Two large Roman walls 
were observed resting on this platform. To the N a large timber base 
plate was found re-used as the foundation of a Roman tile wall; it is 
likely to have been part of the first phase of building on the site. WC 

Cable trenches adjacent to King Edward Court, Juxon House, 

St Paul's Churchyard, Warwick Court, EC4 TQ 3201 8128, TQ 
3190 8114 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) watching brief July-Aug 2002 
24seven SSC02 

Modern made ground was recorded.
 

8-21 Smithfield Street, 30-38 Hosier Lane, EC1 TQ 3173 8160 

MoLAS (Bruce Watson, Ian Blair, Phil Treveil) watching brief, 

excavation July, Sept-Nov 2002 Jarvis Construction Ltd SFH00
 

Following an evaluation (LA 9, supp. 3 (2001) 73), medieval pits 

were found above the natural gravels, the earliest of which were two 

dating to the 11th c. The main period of medieval activity on the site 

appears to have started c. mid-12th c (at the time when nearby 

Smithfield was established as a market), the most intensive period 

being late 14th c, with most of the larger pits dated to c. 1350-1400. 

Many pits towards the S end of the site appeared to align with 

Smithfield Street to the N, rather than with the adjacent Hosier Lane, 

suggesting a later date for the establishment this street (Hosier Lane 

is first mentioned in 1338). At least one large late medieval cesspit 

retained evidence of a timber lining. Most of the pits appear to have 

been domestic, though one contained smithing waste. In the central 

and E parts of the site were the foundations and cellars of 18th-c and 

later buildings; along both the Smithfield Street and Hosier Lane 

frontages were 19th-c cellars.
 

The West Wing, St Bartholomew’s Hospital, West Smithfield, 


EC1 TQ 3190 8152 MoLAS (Andrew Daykin) watching brief Jan 

2002 – Feb 2003 Barts and the London NHS Trust WTM01
 

A watching brief followed an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 9). 

Dumped deposits dated to the 18th c and later were recorded above 

natural gravel.
 

CROYDON 

Selsdon Park Hotel & Golf Club, Addington Road, South 

Croydon TQ 3490 6210 HAT (Ian Turner) watching brief July 2002 
Le Meridien ADN00 

An evaluation (LA 9, supp. 3 (2001) 73) was followed by a watching 
brief which found that topsoil and modern made ground directly 
overlay the natural sands. 

Whitgift House, 76 Brighton Road, South Croydon TQ 3245 6405 
AOC (Fitz) watching brief Nov 2002 Whitgift Foundation WGB02 

On the W side of site an E-W ditch of 18th-c date was recorded. On 
the E side of site a gravel trackway of similar date was observed. 
Both appear to relate to the grounds of the old Whitgift House 
situated in Haling Park. 

100 Church Street, Croydon TQ 3201 6558 MoLAS (Elaine 
Eastbury) evaluation Nov 2002 Athlon Ltd CYO02 

In the yard area to the N of the existing building a sequence of 
dumped deposits, of post-medieval date, was recorded above the 
natural gravels. 

19 Commerce Way, Croydon TQ 3069 6551 WA (Rachel Every) 
evaluation July-Aug 2002 Land Securities plc CYC02 

Natural gravels were revealed in all trenches; the W area of the site 
had been truncated, possibly by the construction of the previous 
factory on the site. 
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Royal Russell School, Coombe Lane, Croydon TQ 3565 6395 SAS 

(Jeff Perry) watching brief June-July 2002 Royal Russell School RRL02
 

Topsoil overlay the natural gravel.
 

1A Kemble Road, Waddon TQ 3150 6538 PCA (Strephon Duckering) 

watching brief Mar-Apr 2002 Greenacre Homes Ltd KEM02
 

Covering the natural gravels was a possible ploughsoil of uncertain 

date. A Victorian rubbish pit was recorded to the N of the site and a 

possible soakaway or manhole, containing 20th-c demolition debris, 

was observed in the S of the site.
 

Atwood Primary School, Limpsfield Road, Sanderstead TQ 3427 

6051 PCA (Stuart Holden) watching brief Mar 2002 Bell Associates 

LMF02
 

Natural clay was overlaid by a modern concrete pathway which once 

led to a building on the site, now demolished.
 

187-195 London Road, Croydon TQ 3166 6688 SAS (Jeff Perry) 

evaluation Jan 2002 Overstrand Ltd LOH02
 
Recent made ground was found above the natural gravel.
 

390 London Road, Croydon TQ 3166 6688 SAS (Jeff Perry) 

evaluation Jan 2002 Overstrand Ltd LNM02 

Modern made ground overlay the natural gravel.
 

Overton’s Yard, Croydon TQ 3221 6546 MoLAS (Portia Askew) 

evaluation Oct 2002 O.K. Okay Ltd OVY02
 

Above the natural gravels was a late 19th- to early-20th-c levelling 

layer, probably derived from the demolition of the first building on 

the site, constructed in the early-18th c. Modern ceramic drains had 

been laid above this. In the N and E of the Yard, against the 

boundary walls, were the remains of stables. Originally two storeys 

high, the upper storey had been demolished and the stalls reused by 

Surrey Market traders for storage in the 2nd half of 20th c. Evidence 

for their use as stables still exists, with timber panelling and 

associated fixtures and fittings. The remains of a timber staircase are 

still visible in the central stable on the N side of the site. Map 

evidence suggests that the stables may be of mid-19th-c date.
 

606 Purley Way, Croydon TQ 3111 6395 FA (Roy King) 

evaluation Oct 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf of Malcolm Judd 

and Partners PUC02
 

In the SE of the site two small concentrations of postholes were 

found above the natural chalk; no dating evidence was present. 

Elsewhere the site was truncated by terracing.
 

Archbishop Tenison’s School, Selborne Road, Croydon TQ 3301 

6510 PCA (Stuart Holden) watching brief Mar 2002 Paul Hawkins 

Development SLR02
 

Late-19th-c dumping and landscaping, together with three ceramic 

field drains, were recorded above the natural sands.
 

EALING
 

Dabb’s Hill (former Northolt Park Race Course), Ascot Close, 


Northolt TQ 1320 8490 AOC (Les Capon) evaluation Dec 2002 

Wilmott Dixon Housing Ltd ACC02
 

Part of the racetrack of 1866-1920, represented by a spread of brick 

fragments, was observed.
 

Ealing Film Studios, Ealing Green, W5 TQ 1720 8025 PCA 

(James Taylor) evaluation Jan-Feb 2002 Manhattan Loft 

Corporation Ltd EGG02
 

Natural brickearth was overlaid by a layer of modern overburden, a 

mixture of garden soils and levelling material, possibly associated 

with the building of the studios in the 1930s.
 

Brentside High School, Greenford Avenue, Hanwell, W7 TQ 

1522 8213 MoLAS (Jo Lyon) watching brief Oct 2002 Kajima 

Construction Europe UK Ltd GFL02
 

No archaeological deposits were identified in any of the trenches 

excavated. Possible natural sands and clays were observed.
 

St Mary’s Church, St Mary’s Road, W5 TQ 1770 7975 HAT (Dan 

Hounsell) watching brief Aug 2002 Thomas Ford & Partners SYH02
 

The church is an 18th-c rebuild, some ten years after the medieval 
church collapsed in 1729. It was substantially enlarged by SS Teulon 
between 1865 and 1873. Monitoring and recording of service 
trenching along the N edge of the nave revealed the remains of the 
Georgian external wall immediately below the existing floor level. A 
brick vault of contemporary date was attached to the lower wall 
face. Three lead coffins were recorded, one dated to 1813 by a 
plaque. The coffins were recorded and left in situ. Brick capping, 
possibly associated with further vaults, was recorded adjacent to the 
S edge of the nave and towards its centre. No evidence of the 
medieval predecessor to the Georgian church was identified, though 
deep deposits of homogenous grave soil, possibly derived from the 
churchyard of the medieval church, was found within the N vault. 
No further investigation of the vault was undertaken. 

ENFIELD 

Amberley Hall, Amberley Road, Palmer’s Green, N13 TQ 306 
936 AOC (Les Capon) watching brief Feb-Mar 2002 Beverley 
Homes Ltd AML02 

Further work took place after a watching brief in 1998 (LA 9, supp. 
1 (1999) 12). A clay-lined pond of 19th-c date was recorded in the 
natural gravels. 

Cooling Towers Site (former), Brancroft Way, Brimsdown TQ 
3689 9769 (Robin Densem) evaluation May 2002 Construction 
Design Solutions Ltd BCI02 

A ploughsoil layer, dating to the 19th-20th c, overlay the natural 
brickearth. In the W of the site it was covered by recent dumping. 
Much of the N of the site had been truncated c. 1920 during the 
construction of the cooling towers of Brimsdown power station, 
which were demolished in the late 1970s, and a large run of 
electrical cabling. Remains of the cooling towers were located. 

3 Jute Lane, Brimsdown, Enfield TQ 3634 9695 MoLAS (Mike 
Morley) watching brief Sept 2002 Larner Pallets (Recycling) Ltd JLE02 

Natural brickearth was overlaid by alluvial deposits, probably of the 
River Lea. Above them were late 19th- to 20th-c reclamation 
deposits, sealed by modern made ground. 

Edmonton Green Shopping Centre, The Broadway, Edmonton 

Green, N9 TQ 3450 9350 MoLAS (David Sankey) evaluation Apr 
2002 St Modwen Developments (Edmonton) Ltd EGS01 

Further evaluation work (see LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 11) revealed 
natural gravel and a buried soil of possible 17th c and/or later date. 

Innova Park Primary School, Innova Park, off Tysoe Avenue, 

Enfield TQ 3655 9925 MB (Martin Bates) geoarchaeological 
evaluation Jan 2002 London Borough of Enfield INA02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by modern made ground. 

102 Leighton Road, Bush Hill Park, Enfield TQ 341 957 Enfield 
Archaeological Society excavation Aug 2001 – Jul 2002 Enfield 
Archaeological Society LRI02 

Complete excavation of the back garden within the area of the 
known Roman settlement near to the line of Ermine Street revealed 
prehistoric gullies or cuts and residual material including burnt flint, 
truncated early Roman deposits and residual late 1st and early 2nd c 
material; an Antonine or later beam slot; a later widespread cobbled 
surface ?contemporary with non-structural post-holes and slots; a 
repeatedly re-cut at least partly Constantinian or later boundary or 
drainage ditch complex; and a general late-3rd- to 4th-c occupation 
layer. The sequence was sealed by modern ploughsoil and garden 
soil and truncated by WWII domestic shelters. Roman finds 
included an iron tripod candlestick, hipposandals, hobnail patterns 
from footwear, and flue/roof tile and brick indicative of a more 
substantial structure nearby. The site adds to the evidence for Roman 
activity from the late 1st to 4th c in the general area of Lincoln, 
Landseer and Leighton Roads, derived from EAS excavations within 
the settlement especially in the 1980s, which recorded grain dryers, 
the probable side ditch of Ermine Street and general occupation 
layers and features. 
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Westley House, Trinity Avenue, St Mark’s Road, Enfield TQ 
3380 9540 HAT (Dan Hounsell) evaluation Feb 2002 Michael 
Shanly Homes Ltd TIN02 

Recent demolition debris and mixed overburden sealed the natural 
brickearth. 

GREENWICH 

The Old Royal Observatory, Greenwich Park, Blackheath 

Avenue, SE10 TQ 3893 7723 MoLAS (Julian Bowsher) evaluation 
June 2002 National Maritime Museum BKG02 

Natural gravels generally underlay topsoil, but one trench revealed 
part of the cellar inserted below the Magnetic Observatory in 1862. 
Its demolition fills from 1917 were also recorded. A test pit against 
the existing South Building (1890s) revealed brick footings on a raft 
of concrete. 

Greenwich Industrial Estate, Bugsby’s Way, Charlton, SE7 TQ 
4066 7856 MoLAS (Mike Morley) geoarchaeological survey Dec 
2002 Deutsche Property Asset Management GIE02 

Sediments and peat layers were recorded above the floodplain 
gravels in three auger holes. The sediments probably related to sand 
and gravel bar formation within or at the edge of braided channels 
that would have been common at the S margins of the River Thames 
during the prehistoric periods of the Holocene epoch. A possible 
channel was inferred from sediments in one of the auger holes. The 
peat layers probably represent swampy areas that formed between 
the gravel islands or eyots during sea level fluctuations in the 
prehistoric period. Radiocarbon dating of the main peat unit suggests 
formation from the late Mesolithic to the Middle Bronze Age. 
Modern construction had truncated the whole site. 

Cannon Retail Park, Thamesmead Town Centre West, Central 

Way, Thamesmead, SE28 TQ 4609 8062 MoLAS (Paul Thrale, 
Neville Constantine) evaluation, watching brief Mar-Aug 2002 
AWG Developments Ltd CTP01 

Peat deposits, forming part of a typical transgression-regression 
sequence (probably Tilbury III regression), were recorded. They are 
likely to date to the Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age. 

Rachel McMillan College, Creek Road, Deptford, SE8 TQ 3745 
7767 MoLAS (Sadie Watson, Julian Bowsher, Alison Telfer) watching 
brief, evaluation Mar, Sept 2002 Jarvis Construction (UK) Ltd CKI02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by made ground dating from the mid-
late 18th c. This represented land clearance and demolition of earlier 
buildings in order to develop the site with early-19th-c and Victorian 
houses. The presence of buildings along the W, N and E boundaries 
of the site was confirmed by 19th-c brick walls. Modern rubble and 
make-up sealed the walls, their demolition probably connected in 
most cases with WWII bombing in the area and subsequent land 
clearance for rebuilding. 

Feathers Place (land at), SE10 TQ 3384 7780 PCA (Alexis 
Haslam) watching brief Nov-Dec 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf 
of Laing Homes FEP02 

Natural gravels were sealed by a substantial dump of 19th-c made 
ground. The concrete remains of a WWII air raid shelter were 
observed. 

Gallions Reach Urban Village (Phase 5): Canal Extension, 

Thamesmead, SE28 TQ 4537 8008 MoLAS (Julian Bowsher) 
watching brief Feb-May 2002 Tilfen Ltd GLU02 

The watching brief was conducted on a 175m long section of canal, 
including excavation for the construction of bridge foundations at 
the E end. In the deeper excavation for the bridge the top of a peat 
horizon was recorded; elsewhere, only the overlying alluvial deposit 
was revealed. These deposits are probably part of the transgression-
regression sequence of the River Thames in prehistoric times. Made 
ground containing 19th- and 20th-c material was observed, much of 
it relating to the former use of the site as a testing ground of the 
Woolwich Arsenal, for example, cannon balls and foundry waste. 

Anchor Iron Wharf, Lassell Street, Hoskins Street, SE10 TQ 
3893 7822 MoLAS (Antony Francis) excavation Oct 2002 Berkeley 
Homes (City & East London) Ltd LAS01 

In the S of the site, further remains were recorded of a 16th-c 
building located in 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 12); this building, 
probably the Hobby Stables, was apparently built for Henry VIII in 
1533-34. Above the subsoil and natural gravels, a number of walls 
were identified, including one c. 20m in length. This wall was built 
of bricks on foundations of chalk and rubble. Most of the floors of 
the building had been robbed, although in the E corner of the site a 
brick floor was identified. Elsewhere, compacted gravels of late
16th- to 17th-c date may have represented later yard surfaces. Pits 
and wells dating to the 18th-19th c were also identified. WC 

Master Gunners Place, Shooters Hill, SE18 TQ 4230 7710 PCA 
(Simon Deeves) evaluation July 2002 Copthorn Homes and London 
Quadrant Housing Trust SOC02 

A wall footing and two service or foundation trenches associated 
with the military facility that stood on the site from the mid-19th- to 
mid-20th-c were recorded above the natural clay. 

15-21 Roan Street, SE10 TQ 3822 7754 MoLAS (Raoul Bull) 
evaluation Aug 2002 Focal Estates RAS02 

Natural sand and subsoil were sealed by extensive 19th-c made 
ground deposits into which were set foundations and cellar walls. 

Greenwich Armoury, former Royal Naval College, Romney 

Road, SE10 TQ 3846 7790 MoLAS (Julian Bowsher) evaluation 
July 2002 Time Team/Greenwich Foundation KIC02 

The excavation for Channel 4 Time Team was designed to find the 
“grete armery” established by Henry VIII in 1515. This was known 
to be to the W of Greenwich Palace and thought to be located under 
the (former) tennis courts and lawns just W of the present King 
Charles’ Quarter. Three trenches were laid out, that at the S end 
revealing a stone wall with associated chalk floor (possibly late 
medieval in date) above the natural gravel. The wall was later rebuilt 
in brick; further such walls and surfaces to the S were probably 
Tudor in date although their use is not known. The major 
construction on the site was a large barrel-vaulted cess chamber 
known to have been built for Greenwich Hospital in the 1730s. 
Retaining walls of the 19th c were the most recent features. 
Fragmentary structures, layers and drains, dating from the 17th to 
19th c, were found in another trench. The third trench to the N 
revealed another 18th-c cess chamber. 

Greenwich Tiltyard, National Maritime Museum, Romney 

Road, SE10 TQ 3872 7776 MoLAS (Julian Bowsher) evaluation 
July 2002 Time Team NMA02 

The excavation was made under the auspices of Channel 4 Time 
Team and designed to examine Henry VIII’s Greenwich Tiltyard. 
Geophysical prospecting provided a reasonable outline of the 
tiltyard for the positioning of 6 trenches. Substantial foundations 
were recorded at the N end of the area, possibly connected with the 
banqueting chamber that overlooked the actual tiltyard. Further 
contemporary walls were found, but at the S end of the site later 
buildings of the 17th c were revealed. Cut features and metalled 
surfaces were found at the N end of the site. Details uncovered on 
the site may allow individual elements associated with the tiltyard 
and its viewing buildings to be identified, as well as later 
developments. 

Thames Water Main, former Royal Naval College, Romney 

Road, SE10 TQ 3858 7792 MoLAS (Julian Bowsher) watching 
brief Apr-Sept 2002 Greenwich Foundation RNW00 

After test pits were excavated (LA 9, supp. 3 (2001) 75), 58 pits 
were excavated in order to relay new water pipes throughout the site. 
Most of these trenches were small and disturbed but a number of 
features were recorded. Natural sands were found to the SW and in 
other S trenches. A wall foundation uncovered just W of the King 
Charles’ Quarter may have been part of a documented late-15th-c 
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friary, and surfaces to the SE may have been connected with the N 
end of the tiltyard. Other trenches revealed wall and surface 
fragments from the 17th and 18th c, as well as 18th-c levelling 
deposits and foundations of the present buildings. A large 19th-c 
drain or tunnel was located near the W gate. 

11-15 Highbridge Wharf, SE10 TQ 3878 7812 CA (Robin 
Densem) evaluation Dec 2002 Paul Russell Associates HBE02 

Natural gravel was overlaid by ploughsoil containing 12th- to 13th-c 
pottery. Above it was a layer of redeposited sand and gravel that 
may have been a platform onto which two brick walls of 17th- and 
18th-c date were built. Further remains of brick buildings of late 
18th- or early 19th-c date were also recorded. They may relate to an 
inn shown on a map of 1869. Brick rubble resulting from the 
demolition of the buildings was sealed by the modern concrete slab. 

Conduit Head, Hyde Vale, Greenwich, SE10 TQ 3864 6799 SAS 
(Jeff Perry) building survey, excavation Apr-May 2002 Freshwater 
Group of Companies HYE02 

The Hyde Vale Conduit appears to be of two main phases. The 
earliest phase could belong to the Tudor period or to c. 1695, and the 
second phase belongs to the later 18th c at the latest, probably about 
1776-80. In the 19th c a series of steps were added to the main 
entrance and another door added on the W side. The well was 
infilled in the 20th c over the natural gravel. 

Shooters Hill Road (cable trenches), SE3 TQ 4325 7659 MoLAS 
(Julian Bowsher) watching brief Apr 2002 24Seven Utility Services 
Ltd SOI02 

The watching brief revealed only modern disturbance. 

Woolwich Arsenal DLR Extension, Spray Street, Green’s End, 

Vincent Street, Maxey Road and N of Plumstead Road, SE18 TQ 
4975 7950 MoLAS (Jane Corcoran) geoarchaeological watching 
brief Feb-Sept 2002 Docklands Light Railways Ltd WWA02 

A series of boreholes were taken on either side of the River Thames 
from North Woolwich to Woolwich Arsenal and from which 
radiocarbon dates will be obtained. 

Victoria Deep Water Terminal, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich 

Peninsula, SE10 TQ 3953 7990 MoLAS (Jane Corcoran) 
geoarchaeological watching brief Nov 2002 CPM Environmental 
Planning and Design TUA02 

Above the natural gravels and sand a peaty soil had developed, 
overlaid by peat layers. Struck flints were recovered from the 
interface of the soil and peat, which may be of Neolithic date since 
the bottom of the peat was radiocarbon dated to 4,330±70BP (3100
2870 BC). The peat represented several cycles of increasingly wet, 
then increasingly dry conditions, with probable episodes of dry 
woodland, wet Alder Carr and sedge fen interspersed with periods of 
prolonged flooding in which much wood was found. The top of the 
peat was not dated. It was overlaid by clays and silts, representing a 
transition to salt marsh and mudflats and then, possibly, to seasonal 
flooding of a marshy or grassy floodplain. A soil developed above 
this alluvium in parts of the site and in the N waterlaid channel-edge 
or foreshore deposits were found: they may have been related to a 
post-medieval sluice, tidal creek or watercourse, since a sluice 
dating from the post-medieval period and linked to drains and 
watercourses existing into the 19th c is known in this part of the 
peninsula. The site was then covered by made ground up to 3m thick 
close to the river on the W side of the site. Tarry contamination, 
found in its lower levels, is likely to relate to the use of the site from 
the 1840s by the Improved Wood Pavement Company who made 
coal tar-soaked wood blocks for paving, using the waste products of 
the gas industry. 

The Master Shipwright’s House, Royal Dockyard, Watergate 

Street, SE8 TQ 371 780 OA (Tom Davies) evaluation Jan 2002 J 
Harrap Architects WGT02 

Early-18th-c garden walls and an associated drain were located on 
the W side of the house; they are depicted on plans of Deptford 

Dockyard from 1750 onwards. A Tudor wall and 18th-c culverts 
with 19th-c repairs were also recorded. Other walls that would have 
been beyond the original boundary of the Dockyard were revealed to 
the W of the house, appearing to form part of a previously 
unrecorded 17th-c building. Later riverside structures were also 
found, as well as a wall associated with a 20th-c drain. 

HACKNEY 

30 Clapton Square, Hackney, E4 TQ 3507 8540 SAS (Jeff Perry) 

evaluation Sept 2002 Furlong Homes plc CAQ02
 

The site had been truncated down to the natural sand; made ground 

lay below the concrete slab.
 

86-90 Curtain Road, EC2 TQ 3329 8238 MoLAS (Julian Bowsher) 

watching brief Dec 2002 – Jan 2003 Child Graddon Lewis CNU02
 

Test pits in the basement revealed either modern make-up or 

truncated natural gravels. Those at ground level revealed deep 

deposits of 18th- or 19th-c made ground.
 

Mossbourne Community Academy, Downs Park Road, E5 TQ 

3446 8539 MoLAS (Paul Thrale) evaluation Dec 2002 Mossbourne 

Charitable Trust MSB02
 

The natural gravels were truncated and overlaid by made ground of 

20th-c date. Possible 19th-c brick soakaways or wells and 20th-c pits 

were also recorded.
 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Graham Road Ventilation Shaft, 


Graham Road, E8 TQ 3445 8490 WA (Hilary Valler) watching 

brief Feb-Mar 2002 Rail Link Engineering for Union Railways 

(North) Ltd GHY01
 

Modern made ground was observed above natural sandy silt.
 

Sutton House, 2-4 Homerton High Street, E9 TQ 3526 8509 

MoLAS (Nathalie Cohen) standing structure recording Oct 2002 

The National Trust HMH02 


The brick floor of the W cellar of Sutton House (c. 1535) was 

recorded to assess its condition. Several phases of construction and 

repair dating from the 16th to 20th c were recorded.
 

11 Hoxton Square, N1 TQ 3316 8274 PCA (Joanna Taylor) 

evaluation Mar 2002 Durkan New Homes Ltd HXQ02
 

Two wall foundations were located above the natural sand. The 

bricks are dated to late-17th to early-18th c and probably represent 

the period of the original construction of Hoxton Square. A 

similarly-dated rubbish pit was also recorded.
 

298-316 Kingsland Road, 1A Arbutus Street, E8 TQ 3351 8400 

MoLAS (Raoul Bull) evaluation Oct 2002 Ability Developments 

Ltd KAR02
 

Above the natural brickearth were the foundations and drains of 

former properties fronting onto Kingsland Road. The land to the rear 

(E) of the properties had been levelled in the late 18th or 19th c. 
Building construction on the site had caused considerable truncation, 
with surviving cut features dating to the 19th-20th c. 

282 Mare Street, Hackney, E8 TQ 4372 8498 HAT (Dan 
Hounsell) evaluation Apr 2002 JD Wetherspoon plc MRK02 

Deep 19th- to 20th-c truncation had occurred, down to the level of 
the natural sands and gravels. 

HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM 

All Saints Primary School, Bishops Avenue, SW6 TQ 2415 7635 
PCA (Shane Maher) watching brief Aug-Sept 2002 Frankham 
Consultancy Group Ltd BIF02 

Cutting the natural clay were 20th-c features associated with former 
allotments or gardens.
 

Bishops Park Moat Garden, Fulham Palace Road, SW6 TQ 2420 

7635 PCA (Shane Maher) watching brief Feb-July 2002 London 
Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham FPR02 

Modern make-up deposits, covered by topsoil, were observed; 
natural strata were not reached. Three sherds of 1st-c Roman pottery 
were found on the surface of the topsoil. 
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31-35 Fulham High Street, SW6 TQ 2439 7616 MoLAS (Chiz 
Harward) evaluation, excavation Apr-May 2002 Buxton Homes FUA02 

A small amount of residual Roman material indicated Roman 
activity in the area. The earliest activity above the natural brickearth 
is dated to the 12th c when the site was divided by a gully, and a 
probable sunken building was constructed in the S half, presumably 
fronting onto medieval Fulham High Street. A well may have been 
associated with this building. Late 12th- and 13th-c ‘backyard’ pits 
post-dated the abandonment of the building. Traces of later medieval 
buildings were found, represented by a small area of brickearth floor 
and a pitched tile hearth. Later medieval pits were also found, 
including pits cut through the earlier boundary. The site appears to 
have been abandoned in the Tudor period, when a homogenous soil 
developed, possibly used for market gardening. A masonry- and 
brick-cellared building was constructed, probably in the late 16th c; 
it is likely that it was contemporary with a cobbled yard. The 
building was later partitioned by a brick wall. In the mid 17th c a 
brick building was constructed; internally, a partition wall and part 
of a brickearth floor survived, externally a chimney had been added, 
as well as a drain and a brick well. In the backyard a brick-lined and 
floored cellar had been constructed at the same time. The building 
survived until at least the 1930s. 

Porcelanosa, Wandsworth Bridge Road, SW6 TQ 2591 7575 
PCA (Kenneth Bazley) watching brief Sept 2002 CgMs Consulting 
on behalf of Pick Everard WBD02 

Natural alluvium was found below 19th-c make-up deposits. WC 

HARINGEY 

Hornsey Waterworks, High Street, Hornsey, N8 TQ 3065 8955 
TVAS (Andy Taylor) evaluation Dec 2002 St James Homes HNW02 

Modern made ground overlay subsoil and London Clay. The 
supposed site of a manor house (Brick Place, or Tower Place), itself 
possibly built upon the site of a medieval moated manor, could not 
be investigated due to concerns over destabilizing the banks of the 
New River. However, the lack of any evidence along the High Street 
frontage, despite the absence of any disturbance here, together with 
the absence of medieval artefacts, suggests a real lack of medieval 
settlement and provides a limit to the extent of Haringey in this 
period. 

Greig City Academy, St Mary’s Road, Hornsey, N8 TQ 3040 8925 
PCA (Stuart Holden) evaluation June 2002 Try Accord Ltd SYE02 

Foundations and services for mid-late 19th and early 20th-c 
buildings were located across the site above the natural clay. 

HARROW 

The King’s Head Hotel, High Street, Harrow-on-the-Hill TQ 
1513 8705 HAT (Lee Prosser) building recording May 2002 Archer 
Partnership KHH02 

The King’s Head Hotel was once the most prominent coaching inn 
and hostelry in Harrow. It closed in 1992. The earliest building (of 
probable early- to mid-17th-c date) was found to survive, though 
subject to much alteration. A separate house was constructed in the 
late 18th c and later incorporated into the complex as a taproom; it 
preserves few original internal features. During the early to mid-19th 
c a new accommodation block and main entrance were constructed, 
while a large assembly hall and stables were built in 1888 to replace 
a range of smaller buildings to the SW. Between 1895 and 1900 the 
façade was completed together with a new, central range of rooms. 

Wealdstone Football Club, Prince Edward Playing Field, 

Edgware TQ 1840 9080 HAT (Matt Sutherland) evaluation Sept 
2002 Wealdstone Stadia Management PCE02 

Topsoil directly overlay London Clay. Three very shallow, small, 
irregular linear features were located in the centre of the site, 
probably derived from landscaping when the site was developed as 
playing fields, tennis courts and pavilions in the 20th c. 

Harrow Hospital, Roxeth Hill, Harrow-on-the-Hill TQ 1490 8675 
PCA (Lorraine Darton) evaluation Sept 2002 Barratt Homes Ltd REL02 

A single burnt flint was found in a colluvial deposit above London 
Clay. It may indicate prehistoric activity towards the crest of the hill. 
Also located were land drains and a brick soakaway: they were 
contemporary with the construction of Harrow Hospital in 1906. 

Koi Chai Hatch End Synagogue, Woodridings Yard, 434 

Uxbridge Road, Pinner TQ 1245 9108 HAT (Matt Sutherland) 
watching brief May 2002 David Kann Associates WDY02 

Although the site lies next to the line of Grim’s Ditch, which 
probably has Iron Age origins, no archaeological features or finds 
were identified. 

HAVERING 

Land to the rear of Avelon Road, Rainham TQ 5240 8390 PCA 
(Tim Carew) watching brief July 2002 H & F Investments AVD02 

Disturbed modern ground was found to overlie natural gravels. 

Berwick Field, Berwick Pond Road, Rainham TQ 5430 8430 
ECCFAU (Steve Hickling, Mike Roy) fieldwalking, evaluation Mar-
Apr, Oct-Nov 2002 Thames Chase, Forest Enterprise BCF02 

Possible prehistoric activity in the area was suggested by the high 
concentrations of burnt flint and a large number of worked flints. 
They may have been associated with cropmarks located in the W of 
the survey area. A little Roman material and a small amount of 
medieval and post-medieval material were recovered, probably 
representing manuring spreads. The natural subsoil, a mixed deposit 
of sand, clay, silt and gravel, was encountered. 

Berwick Manor, Berwick Pond Road, Rainham TQ 5448 8329 
HAT (Nick Crank) watching brief Dec 2002 – May 2003 RM 
Partnership BPO02 

Monitoring of small-scale new ground works took place, but 
widespread truncation of the former ground surface was revealed. 

Berwick Ponds Farm, Berwick Pond Road, Rainham TQ 5550 
8385 HAT (Wesley Keir) and BC (Harvey Sheldon) excavation Jan-
Aug 2002 RJD Ltd/English Heritage BPD99 

Excavations took place after an evaluation (LA 9, supp. 2 (2000) 48). 
About 9 ha of land were investigated, the final phase with the 
assistance of Birkbeck College students. Co-axial field systems and 
stock enclosures of Iron Age and Roman date were revealed above 
the natural gravels, as well as elements of contemporary occupation. 
There seems to have been extensive Iron Age occupation; at least 
one Iron Age roundhouse was excavated and it is likely that the field 
systems originated at this time. Recovered Roman building material 
suggests high-status Roman activity in the vicinity. A significant late 
Roman assemblage has also been recovered, dating to at least the 4th 
c. Early Saxon occupation followed, with the re-use of the field 
systems and enclosures, and the construction of at least six 
grübenhauser (or sunken-featured buildings). A number of lead 
weights, seemingly deliberately placed, were found within one of the 
buildings. An important 5th- to 7th-c settlement or farmstead is 
indicated. This occupation is contemporary with, and therefore may 
relate to, the cemetery site at Gerpins Lane Pit to the NE. Later 
Saxon settlement was established in a different area of the site. 

Frances Bardsley School, Brentwood Road, Romford TQ 5250 
8832 HAT (Nick Crank, Melissa Wetherspoon) evaluation June 
2002 Dove Brothers Ltd BBR02 

Shallow topsoil was found to overlie natural brickearth, silt and 
gravels. 

Como Street Car Park, Como Street, Romford TQ 5095 8915 
HAT (Dan Hounsell) evaluation Mar, Oct 2002 London Borough of 
Havering CFO02 

Much of the site was truncated, with 20th-c levelling layers directly 
overlying shallow alluvial deposits of the River Rom. A small pit 
was recorded, but it contained no finds. 

BAC Limited Site, Edinburgh Drive, Eastern Avenue, Romford 

TQ 5032 8936 MoLAS (David Jamieson) evaluation Feb-Mar 2002 
Ashford Construction Ltd EDA02 
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Alluvial deposits above the natural gravels in the E of the site are 

identified as an early course of the River Rom. A drainage channel 

was also revealed in this area. Factory buildings were constructed in 

the 20th c.
 

Rainham Creek, Ferry Lane, Rainham TQ 5190 8120 ECCFAU 

(Ben Barker) evaluation May-July 2002 Union Railways (North) Ltd 

LMS03
 

Timber revetments and structures associated with a wharf were 

recorded above alluvial clay. Documentary evidence suggests that 

the wharf was built in 1872 for the transport of produce to the 

markets of London. Pottery recovered is of Victorian date. At least 

two different phases of revetment construction were identified. A 

further timber structure running across the entrance to the channel to 

the E of Rainham creek was recorded. The wharf was last used in 

1976; modern refuse found in the backfill of the smaller channel 

supported this date.
 

Romford Golf Course, Gidea Park, Main Road, Romford TQ 

5262 9027 MoLAS (Dick Bluer) excavation May 2002 Romford 

Golf Club RGC02
 

Gravel metalling, associated with several fragments of post-

medieval brick, was found in one of a number of trenches across the 

ridge. The ridge was considered to be part of the London-Colchester 

Roman road and a SAM. It seems that the ridge, although it certainly 

comprises a gravel thoroughfare, is not a Roman road, and probably 

represents a driveway constructed for access from the E to Gidea 

Hall, a mansion which has undergone several modifications and 

rebuilds since its original construction in the 13th c.
 

Hall Farm, North Ockendon TQ 5856 8483 AOC (Alys Vaughan-

Williams) watching brief Mar-Apr 2002 Sun Gro Ltd HFR00
 

Further work took place after earlier watching briefs (LA 9, supp. 3 

(2000) 77). The excavation of service trenches revealed a sequence 

of foundation walls, a cobbled surface and a tiled floor which were 

associated with Manor House, a 16th- to 18th-c building which 

previously stood on the site. Foundation trenches revealed a layer of 

building demolition above natural sand deposits.
 

Harold Court, Harold Wood, Upminster TQ 5577 9096 ECCFAU 

(Rob Wardill, Ellen Heppell) geophysical and cartographic survey 

Aug 2002 Thames Chase, Forest Enterprise HCD01
 

Fieldwalking in 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 13) was followed by a 

geophysical investigation comprising magnetic susceptibility survey, 

followed by targeted magnetometry across two fields. Survey of a 

field next to the main railway line produced only evidence for recent 

human activity. Cartographic study suggests that a field immediately 

to the NE was terraced at the time of the construction of the railway 

and subsequently quarried. Ditches and a probable pit were detected 

in a second field to the SE of Harold Court. Other archaeological 

activity was indicated but the survey data was inconclusive.
 

274-310 Havering Road (rear), Romford TQ 5090 9095 HAT 

(Matt Sutherland) evaluation June 2002 London Borough of 

Havering HOH02
 

Shallow topsoil directly overlay London Clay.
 

Harold Wood Hospital, Lister Avenue, Harold Wood TQ 5420 

9035 PCA (Stuart Holden) evaluation Mar 2002 CgMs Consulting 

on behalf McLean Homes LTE02
 

A number of ditches and pits were cut into the natural clay in the S 

of the site. They contained much pottery, the ware types suggesting 

fairly high-status occupation from the Late Iron Age to early 1st c 

AD. The exposed area was protected before backfilling for 

preservation in situ. In the NE of the site a ditch was located, dated 

by a single sherd to mid-13th to 15th c. The site was sealed by 

topsoil from which 17th to 19th-c material was recovered.
 

Farringdon Centre, Neave Crescent, off Faringdon Avenue, 


Harold Hill TQ 5395 9080 HAT (Nick Crank) evaluation June 2002 

London Borough of Havering NVC02
 

Shallow topsoil and hardcore directly overlay London Clay.
 

15-17 New Road, Rainham TQ 5036 8306 CA (Robin Densem) 
evaluation May 2002 Ridgemount Homes Ltd NWM02 

A number of postholes were recorded in the natural gravel, one of 
which contained Late Bronze Age pottery. Another contained a flint 
blade or flake of Mesolithic or Neolithic date. Six postholes 
appeared to form an arc, although no dating material was recovered 
from them. Other cut features were also sterile of finds apart from a 
tree throw which contained a burnt prehistoric struck flint. A large 
pit was found which contained a number of stakeholes in the base, 
possibly to support hurdling for a pit lining. The pit contained nine 
fills, one of which produced a small fragment of Late Bronze Age or 
Iron Age pottery and another which contained a struck flint. A 20th
c drain cut also contained a residual flint blade. 

Central Farm, Park Farm Road, Rainham TQ 5550 8450 
ECCFAU (Mike Roy) fieldwalking Oct-Nov 2002 Thames Chase, 
Forest Enterprise CFH02 

Above average concentrations of burnt flint and a large number of 
worked flints were identified, indicating possible prehistoric activity 
in the area. A small amount of medieval and post-medieval material 
was recovered, probably representing manuring spreads. The natural 
subsoil was a mixed deposit of sand, clay and gravel. 

Romford Market Place, St Edwards Way, Romford TQ 5129 
8905 MoLAS (David Sankey) evaluation Feb 2002 Maslen Brennan 
Henshaw Partnership RME02 

Natural sands and gravel were cut by widely-spaced features, post-
medieval in date, and a buried soil of similar date. The possible 
remains of a pond were also located. 

South Hall Farm, Rainham TQ 5350 8180 AOC (Darryl Palmer) 
watching brief Aug 2002 John Samuels Archaeological Consultants 
on behalf of Brett Aggregates SFM02 

Monitoring of phases 5 and 6 of gravel extraction revealed a Late 
Bronze Age ring ditch which may have been the base of a tumulus. 
Also revealed, and of the same date, were a small ditch and a 
number of pit features. One of three small burnt pit features that 
were recorded produced three loomweights that were also probably 
Bronze Age in date. The distribution of features across the area was 
low, however, suggesting that this part of the site was on the 
periphery of any settlement. This is borne out by the topography of 
the site: the greater concentration of human activity recorded to date 
has been down slope from the Phase 5 and 6 area along the line of 
the stream. A number of undated features were also recorded, 
together with tree throws and a post-medieval boundary ditch. 

Warwick Field, Warwick Farm, Rainham TQ 5560 8290 
ECCFAU (Steve Hickling, Mike Roy) fieldwalking Apr, Oct 2002 
Thames Chase, Forest Enterprise WAF02 

An above-average amount of worked and burnt flint, concentrated in 
the N part of the area, was recorded. An above-average amount of 
Roman pottery was also discovered, suggesting Roman activity in 
the area, perhaps even the presence of Roman features. A small 
quantity of medieval and post-medieval material was recovered: 
manure spreads are suggested. Much modern material was imported 
at some time. The natural subsoil consists of riverine gravels. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Wennington Marsh, Rainham TQ 
5381 8046 WA (Mike Dinwiddy) excavation Aug 2002 Rail Link 
Engineering for Union Railways (North) Ltd WNM02 

The archaeological works comprised two trenches, situated near 
areas where medieval deposits and remains had previously been 
identified. The excavation revealed modern topsoil, overlying 
alluvial clay deposits. A spread of modern building debris, probably 
associated with the construction of the adjacent A13 flyover, was 
observed. The investigations could not therefore confirm the nature 
of the medieval activity. Documentary evidence has demonstrated 
probable Late Saxon or early medieval origins for the nearby village 
of Wennington, and it is therefore likely that most of the pottery 
previously recovered is associated with such development; it is 
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further likely that it represents activity focused immediately adjacent 
to the former creek flowing from St Mary’s Lane Wharf to the River 
Thames. Such activity would appear to persist into the early post-
medieval period, and therefore accords well with documentary 
records that suggest the creek remained navigable until the mid-17th 
c at the latest. 

HILLINGDON 

Evelyn City Academy, Apple Tree Avenue, Uxbridge TQ 0691 
8129 AOC (Ron Humphrey) evaluation July 2002 Evelyns City 
Academy ATA02 

Subsoil above the natural gravels was cut by boundary ditches which 
had been backfilled and levelled off in modern times. 

42 Church Road, West Drayton TQ 0601 7950 MoLAS (Heather 
Knight) watching brief Nov 2002 Hardev Kalsi CUB02 

Below the topsoil was a series of 18th- and 19th-c dumps or make
up layers. One of these layers was found dumped against an 18th-c 
brick wall. This wall may be identified with one shown on an 18th-c 
survey of the manor, which separated the garden from the area to the 
rear of the stables and coach house. Natural deposits were not seen. 

Heathrow Snowbase Relocation, Eastchurch Road, Heathrow 

Airport TQ 093 764 FRA (Robert Radford) evaluation Dec 2002 
BAA Lynton plc HNY02 

The SE corner of a large country house, known to have been 
constructed between 1821 and 1841, was revealed, together with a 
pit. Elsewhere many modern service trenches had truncated the site. 

Eastern Perimeter Road, Hatton Cross, Heathrow Airport TQ 
0991 7557 FRA (Rachel Every) evaluation Sept 2002 BAA Lynton 
plc HXH02 

Natural gravels were found to have been severely truncated although 
an alluvial deposit, identified as a surviving section of the Hatton 
Brook, was revealed. 

Home Farm, off Harmondsworth Lane, Holloway Lane, 

Harmondsworth TQ 0663 7870 MoLAS (Stewart Hoad) 
excavation, watching brief Aug-Nov 2002 SITA HOM98 

Work following excavation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 15) involved the 
stripping of ploughsoil in those areas which had previously been 
evaluated and found to have features of archaeological interest. 
Above the natural brickearth a prehistoric trackway aligned NW-SE 
across the site was revealed with the remains of an associated field 
system, comprising a series of smaller trackways, enclosures, 
boundary ditches, fences or palisades, drainage ditches and livestock 
control features. Associated with these were the remains of what 
appear to have been temporary shelters, cooking pits, water holes 
and wells, and possible quarry pits. Several cremations have been 
excavated and sampled. An enclosure, considered to be Roman in 
date, and ditches and features of possible Saxon, medieval and post-
medieval date, have also been uncovered. These may represent a 
continuation of use of the area for agricultural purposes from 
prehistoric to modern times. 

339-353 High Street, Harlington TQ 0878 7750 MoLAS (Stewart 
Hoad) evaluation Dec 2002 Huntergold Ltd HNG02 

A number of features were revealed, including post- and stake-holes, 
pits and ditches, all of post-medieval date. Also revealed were the 
foundations for a building, formally a butcher’s shop (only recently 
demolished), to the S of the site, as well as garden soils relating to 
an orchard in the E of the site. 

The Parkway, North Hyde, Hayes TQ 1045 7830 to 7980 (Clare 
Challis) watching brief June-July 2002 Scottish and Southern 
Energy TPY02 

Excavation of a trench for a new electricity cable was observed, and 
an open area was stripped at the point where it traversed the site of a 
medieval moat (thought to be the remains of a moated manor house, 
Cranford-le-mote). Two cut features full of modern building debris 
were observed, otherwise made ground above the turf overlay a soil 
deposit and natural gravels. 

St Vincent’s Hospital (Residential Site), Wiltshire Lane, Eastcote 

TQ 0960 8960 AOC (Les Capon) evaluation Sept 2002 Atis Real 
Weatheralls WLC02 

Above the natural clay a single truncated ditch was recorded. It is 
undated but is probably a remnant of a deer park boundary. 

RMC Land, Sipson Lane, Sipson, Harlington TQ 0850 7826 WA 
(Kevin Ritchie) excavation Aug-Nov 2002 Henry Streeter (Sand and 
Ballast) Ltd SIE00 

Excavation followed an evaluation (LA 9, supp. 3 (2001) 78) in 
advance of gravel extraction of approximately 3.2 ha. Multi-period 
occupation/activity above the natural brickearth was found. Some 
Neolithic activity, consisting of struck flints and some pits with 
pottery, was recorded. Later activity comprised clusters of Bronze 
Age pits, with some pits containing charcoal rich fills and pottery. A 
later prehistoric and Roman settlement covered the NE quadrant of 
the site. The settlement had some five phases of inter-cutting 
enclosure ditches with water-holes near some enclosure entrances. 
Limited evidence for buildings was identified from some slight 
posthole clusters. 

HOUNSLOW 

Ferry Quays, Phase III (formerly Corporation Yard, Town 

Meadow), Ferry Lane, Brentford TQ 1800 7740 MoLAS (Stewart 
Hoad) evaluation June-July 2002 Rialto Homes plc FRY98 

This phase of work followed excavations (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 16). 
Above the natural gravel were the remains of a garden- or plough-
soil, from which no dating evidence was recovered. A considerable 
build up of post-medieval dump deposits was recorded, possibly to 
raise the ground surface above flood levels from the river. This 
appears to have failed since later alluvial deposits were recorded. 
They were truncated by a possible service trench and sealed by a 
cobbled yard surface associated with the adjacent standing building. 

211-227 Hanworth Road, Hounslow TQ 1358 7518 MoLAS 
(Portia Askew) evaluation, excavation Jan-Feb 2002 London 
Transport Buses HWH02 

Natural brickearth and gravel were cut by quarry pits that contained 
much slipware and porcelain of late-18th to mid-19th-c date. Post
dating them were a capped 19th-c well and a brick sump associated 
with the 19th-c tenements fronting onto Hanworth Road. 

Land at Brentford Lock, 159-188 High Street, Brentford TQ 
1742 7735 PCA (Lorraine Darton) excavation May-July 2001 St 
George Developments Ltd BLR96 

Excavations followed an evaluation in 1996 (LA 8, supp. 2 (1997) 
46). Natural brickearth was found to contain residual prehistoric 
pottery, suggesting Early Iron Age (700-300 BC) activity on the 
banks of a former channel of the River Brent. The roadside ditch of 
the Roman London-Silchester road was located; pottery from the 
bottom of the ditch suggested a construction date between AD 45 
and 70. During the late 1st and 2nd c the ditch was re-cut; gravel 
surfaces, hearths and pits indicate the site was occupied during this 
period. By the end of the 4th c the site appears to have been 
abandoned and there was no further activity until field boundaries 
and drainage ditches were established during the medieval period. 
The rear walls of the properties which fronted onto the High Street 
dated from the 16th c. These properties formed strips of land 
running perpendicular to the High Street in which rubbish pits, wells 
and soakaways were found. During the 17th to 19th c the site 
became increasingly developed and a tannery was established along 
the banks of the River Brent. 

182 Jersey Road, Osterley TQ 1432 7735 HAT (Matt Sutherland) 
evaluation June 2002 Michael Shanly Homes Ltd JRH02 

Part of the brick and concrete foundation of the property and a 
modern land drain were recorded above the natural brickearth. 

181 London Road, Brentford TQ 1675 7691 TVAS (Andy Taylor) 
evaluation May 2002 Crest Nicholson LTF02 
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Natural gravels or clay were overlaid by made ground containing 
19th- and 20th-c material. 

Nazareth House, Richmond Road, Isleworth TQ 1651 7550 
MoLAS (Heather Knight) watching brief Mar 2002 Poor Sisters of 
Nazareth/Berkeley Homes (West London) Ltd RDD02 

In the NE part of the site a masonry wall, probably of 19th-c date, 
was found at the lowest level, overlaid by silt and then topsoil. In the 
SE corner of the site, close to the River Thames, dumps of made 
ground were recorded below make-up deposits, while on the S side 
of the site there appeared to be a scorched floor in situ, overlaid by a 
deposit containing ceramic building material, much of which 
showed evidence of having been heated, and including vitrified 
bricks. There were also fragments of 18th-c kiln furniture and other 
kiln waste. Above was layer of rubble and then topsoil. 

West Middlesex Hospital Site (former), Twickenham Road, 

Isleworth TQ 1630 7650 AOC (Darryl Palmer) evaluation Apr 2002 
Bryant Homes Ltd WMU02 

Natural brickearth was overlaid by recent demolition material. 

Unwin Road, Isleworth TQ 1540 7570 MoLAS (Rosalind Aitken) 
evaluation Nov 2002 Wilmott Dixon Housing UNR02 

Natural brickearth with palaeochannels running through were 
observed. A large ditch was recorded in the S, some of its fills dating 
to the late 18th-c date, the latest, Victorian. A cellar, depicted on OS 
maps from the 18th c onwards, was also located; it was infilled in 
the 20th c. 

ISLINGTON 

1 City Road, EC1 TQ 3283 8214 MoLAS (Andy Daykin) watching 
brief May 2002 City North Group plc CII02 

Above the natural brickearth, dumps and levelling deposits of late
16th- to 17th-c date were recorded in two trial pits. Pottery dating to 
the late-15th to 16th c was retrieved from a cut feature. 

6 Clerkenwell Close, EC1 TQ 3151 8218 MoLAS (David Sankey) 
watching brief Sept 2002 Cityshape plc CEV02 

A small area of historic masonry was examined in a Grade II listed 
building dating to 18th c. The masonry was incorporated into the 
back wall of the cellar; it was of rough-hewn chalk and ragstone 
blocks, set in a sandy lime mortar with reused roof tile. The wall is 
parallel with the northward projected line of the W wall of the 
gatehouse of St Mary’s Nunnery (f. 1134), and may therefore have 
been part of the medieval gatehouse. 

54-56 Compton Street, EC1 TQ 3280 8235 PCA (Roddy 
Mattinson) watching brief June 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf of 
Tasou Associates CPJ02 

Natural was not observed. Below the floor of the modern building 
lay a deposit that possibly represented a back-filled quarry or an 
occupation deposit dated to 19th c or later. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Corsica Street Ventilation Shaft, 

Corsica Street, Highbury, N5 TQ 3175 8480 WA (Hilary Valler) 
watching brief Aug 2001 – Oct 2002 Rail Link Engineering for 
Union Railways (North) Ltd CGY01 

Modern made ground was observed above natural clay and gravels. 

Thameslink 2000, Farringdon Station, Cardinal Tower and NCP 

Car Park, Cowcross Street, EC1 TQ 3160 8184 MoLAS (Paul 
Thrale) watching brief June-Nov 2002 Railtrack plc FNG02 

Remains associated with the construction of the railway were 
located. 

1-2 Finsbury Square, EC2 TQ 3278 8193 MoLAS (Sadie Watson) 
watching brief May-June 2002 Royal Bank of Scotland Property 
Services FBY01 

The extent of a medieval drainage ditch and its brick drain 
successor, first revealed during an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 
17), was recorded. It was truncated on both sides. 

Collins Theatre Site, Islington Green, Essex Road, N1 TQ 3170 
8364 NA (Charlotte Stevens) evaluation Aug 2002 John Samuels 
Archaeological Consultants on behalf of FairBriar Homes Ltd ISI02 

A series of walls was revealed, forming a group of three cellars 
dating to the mid-19th c; they were probably related to Collins 
Music Hall (b. 1862). They had been back-filled with very loosely 
compacted rubble. The base of the cellars was not reached. 

1-2 St John’s Path, Clerkenwell, EC1 TQ 3164 8204 MoLAS (Tom 
Wilson) watching brief June-July 2002 Harrison Varma Ltd SIA02 

In one trench, dumps of 17th-c date were recorded, cut by a 
foundation. In another, the flue of a 19th-c industrial structure 
(located off-site) was also recorded. Natural strata were not 
observed. 

1a Waterloo Terrace, Islington, N1 TQ 3158 8410 PCA (Stuart 
Holden) evaluation Apr 2002 Metropolis One WAZ01 

An evaluation followed a watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 17). 
In the southernmost trench, a post and a probable refuse pit 
containing 17th-c pottery were found above the natural clay; both 
are dated to the 17th c. Layers of made ground and dumped layers 
containing 17th- and 19th-c material were identified across the site. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Western Portal, off Caledonian 

Road, N1 TQ 3032 8419 GAP/PCA (Phil Emery, Kevin 
Wooldridge, Hanne Rendall, Tiziana Vitali) excavation, watching 
brief Jan-Dec 2002 Union Railways (North) Ltd YKW01 

Modern ground make-up deposits overlying stratified alluvial 
deposits were observed during piling and tunnel excavations works. 

KENSINGTON & CHELSEA 

St Joseph’s RC Primary School, Cadogan Street, SW3 TQ 2767 
7866 PCA (Chris Mayo) evaluation Jan 2002 The Royal Borough of 
Kensington & Chelsea Education Department CDB02 

Inhumations of a burial ground, once attached to St Joseph’s 
Convent and schools (constructed between 1845 and 1860), were 
revealed above the natural silt clay. The burial ground had ceased to 
be used by 1916. 

The Sir John Atkins Building, Campden Hill, W8 TQ 2510 7985 
PCA (Timothy Bradley) evaluation Apr 2002 excavation Aug 2002 
Norton Thompson Associates on behalf of Grandbridge Ltd CIH02 

Evidence for Late Bronze Age or Iron Age occupation took the form 
of several pits, containing both burnt flint and pottery, cut into the 
natural gravels. They were sealed by a probable ploughsoil of Early 
Iron Age date, into which at least one undated feature was cut. A 
large sub-rectangular feature and associated postholes and pits were 
also recorded; these are dated to the Early - Late Iron Age. The Late 
Iron Age was also represented by pits, stakeholes and gullies, as well 
as a N-S ditch. Two further ditches and a pit are dated to the Roman 
period. A probable arable deposit, likely to be Saxon in date, sealed 
all earlier features. Two quarry pits which were backfilled in the 
18th c were recorded, as were two inter-cutting gullies, one side of 
another quarry pit, an early 19th-c wall and a brick-lined pit. 

Lots Road Power Station, Development Site B and land at Thames 

Avenue, SW10 TQ 2639 7696 MoLAS (Jane Corcoran) 
geoarchaeological watching brief Feb-Mar 2002 Circadian Ltd LRP02 

A sequence of alluvial deposits of the confluence of Chelsea Creek 
and the Thames was recorded, dated by radiocarbon and found to 
span the Bronze Age to 19th c. It was sealed by extensive Victorian 
and modern dumps, levelling and redeposited alluvium. In the 
extreme E of the site, closest to the Thames, the floodplain gravel 
was located, overlaid by wetland deposits dating from the Bronze 
Age. Before this the area may have been dry land or lain within the 
river channel itself. The higher ground in the W and central areas of 
the site appear to have remained as dry land until the early Iron Age, 
when peat began to develop. By the Roman period the entire site had 
become a wetland area, possibly seasonally flooded meadowland 
with a mosaic of drier raised hummocks, peaty hollows and water 
and sedge-filled channels. 
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KINGSTON UPON THAMES 

Coombe Conduit, Coombe Lane West, Kingston-upon-Thames 

TQ 2050 6990 AOC (Les Capon) watching brief July 2002 English 
Heritage CCU02 

This Listed structure was built in the 16th c for water supply 
between Kingston and Hampton Court. The erection of a fence 
between the monument and the neighbouring property was 
monitored but nothing of significance was found. 

George Lodge Cottage, George Road, Kingston upon Thames 

TQ 1984 7027 PCA (Adam Lask) watching brief June 2002 UK 
Venture Developments GLC02 

The natural sand was overlaid by topsoil or truncated by the 
construction of a 20th-c cellar. 

Beverley Boat House (former), 52a High Street, Kingston-upon-

Thames TQ 1780 6885 MoLAS (Carrie Cowan) evaluation Oct-
Nov 2002 Ross Associates HSK02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by alluvial deposits, the earliest dated 
to late 16th to 17th c, suggesting that earlier deposits had been 
eroded. Reclamation appears to have taken place after 1650, using 
large amounts of dumped sand. 

Skerne Road, Kingston upon Thames TQ 1810 6970 PCA (Tim 
Bradley) excavation Jan 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf of St 
George Developments Ltd SKD01 

Excavations in 2001 (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 18) continued. Several 
prehistoric features were identified in the natural brickearth, 
containing both struck and burnt flint and fragments of pottery. 
Roman quarry pits, backfilled with much building material 
apparently derived from a relatively high status building, were 
revealed. In the NE of the excavation area was a deposit likely to 
represent some form of agricultural land use in the Roman period. 
Several small pits and postholes dating to the 18th c were probably 
the remains of lightweight structures, such as fences or sheds, 
associated with agricultural or horticultural activity. The basement 
of a 19th-c building was recorded, together with associated garden 
features. A 19th-c ditch or service trench was also noted. Modern 
truncation was generally restricted to the S of the site; elsewhere 
there were land drains and greenhouse foundations. 

Tolworth Court Farm, Old Kingston Road, Tolworth TQ 2040 
6530 KUTAS OKN00 

A second season of excavation revealed a large enclosure ditch of 
mid-Saxon date, containing significant quantities of pottery and 
animal bone in an area close to previously recorded Iron Age and 
Roman features. Excavations located on the moated island of a 
documented medieval manor house showed that the site had 
apparently been levelled following demolition of the buildings as a 
source of material for the construction of Nonsuch Palace (b. 1538), 
and all evidence of the medieval occupation of the site destroyed. 
The foundations of a later farm building, probably a local abattoir, 
were located and a series of leats and water features associated with 
the moat prove to represent remnants of a former course of the 
Hogsmill River which had been managed in order to control the 
water levels on the site. 

LAMBETH 

328 Brixton Road (land to the rear), SW9 TQ 3115 7610 CA 
(Robin Densem) evaluation July 2002 Twinplane Ltd BXT02 

Subsoil containing a Roman pottery sherd and a fragment of 
medieval tile was overlaid by an 18th-c ploughsoil from which 
Roman material was also recovered. This was partly sealed by a thin 
layer of mortar that appeared to relate to the construction of the 
house. Possible upcast from the digging of the cellar, or earth 
brought in to landscape the garden, was also identified, overlaid by 
20th-c dumping. Three modern cut features were recorded; the fill of 
one of them contained a late-18th- or early-19th-c satyr head mask, 
possibly from a garden urn or pot. An unstratified prehistoric flint 
blade was also recovered. 

Vauxhall Cross, Bondway, SE11 TQ 3030 7785 AOC (Fitz) 
watching brief Dec 2002-Mar 2003 Transport for London VXC02 

Natural gravels were, in the central area of the site, overlaid by a 
deposit dated to the 18th c. Much of the site was truncated by 
services and infilled basements, presumably of post-1945 date. 

Lambeth City Academy, Elms Road, SW4 TQ 2930 7480 PCA 
(James Taylor) watching brief Aug 2002 Cundall, Johnston and 
Partners EMS02 

Above the natural clay in the S of the site, late 19th- to 20th-c brick 
masonry was identified beneath the topsoil, probably the remains of 
buildings fronting onto the street. 

Lambeth Palace Forecourt, Lambeth Palace Road, SE1 TQ 3056 
7902 MoLAS (Philip Treveil) watching brief Apr 2002 The Church 
Commissioners LPD02 

Trenches for the installation of floodlighting at the base of Morton’s 
Tower and Gate, the principal entrance to Lambeth Palace, were 
monitored. The brick offset foundations of the tower and gatehouse 
(b. 1486) were exposed; otherwise, mainly 19th-c levelling deposits 
were observed. 

LEWISHAM 

Elm Lane Sports Ground, Elm Lane, SE6 TQ 3690 7283 MoLAS 
(Tony Mackinder) watching brief May 2002 Gordon Jaaback ELG02 

The playing fields were found to directly overlie natural clay. A 
possible rubbish pit of 20th-c date was also recorded. 

The Sports Ground, Firhill Road, SE6 TQ 3710 7205 PCA 
(Lorraine Darton) evaluation Oct 2002 Lewisham Sports 
Consortium FHD02 

Flint flakes and burnt deposits were found on the surface of the 
natural sand, and struck and burnt flints were recovered from a ditch, 
all of which probably represent prehistoric activity close by. A large 
fragment of burnt clay and a sherd of early Roman pottery were 
found at the top of the ditch fill. Roman activity was further attested 
by the presence of a 3rd-c pit, as well as a ditch, probably of similar 
date. Ploughsoil overlay these features and contained artefacts dating 
from the Roman period to the 17th c. A land drain, a pit and two 
postholes at the W end of the trench were found to be contemporary 
with the construction of the pavilion in the 20th c. 

Pepys Estate, Grove Street, Deptford, SE8 TQ 3676 7805 PCA 
(Adam Lask) watching brief Aug 2002 Rydon Construction Ltd GVT01 

A watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 19) was followed by the 
monitoring of pile probes. Garden soil or make-up dumps were 
observed to the N of the foreshore. A 19th- to 20th-c brick shed or 
outbuilding was sealed by demolition and dumped deposits. 

Kender Estate (Phase 1A), Kender Street, SE14 TQ 3562 7684 PCA 
(Chris Mayo) watching brief Feb 2002 Osborne Housing KRT02 

A 19th-c basement and associated well lay immediately above 
natural brickearth. Possible garden soil deposits were observed. 

14 Lee High Road, SE13 TQ 3843 7556 MoLAS (Paul Thrale) 
evaluation Jan 2003 Nandos UK LHA02 

Make-up layers of 20th-c date were recorded. Natural strata were not 
observed. 

256 Lewisham High Street, SE13 TQ 3807 7514 MoLAS (Sadie 
Watson) evaluation Aug 2002 Higgins Homes Ltd LWG02 

Natural gravels on the E side of the site were overlaid by buried 
topsoil. Above was the brick cellar floor of an early 18th-c house 
fronting onto Lewisham High Street. In the W of the site fill deposits 
were recorded; they were possibly evidence of an ornamental lake or 
pond. Modern fill or levelling deposits sealed the site. 

Honor Oak Estate, Nash Road, Turnham Road, Brockley, SE4 

TQ 3609 7488 MoLAS (Jez Taylor) evaluation Feb 2002 The 

Family Housing Association NAH02
 

London Clay was truncated by modern intrusions, including drains, 

brick footings and service pipes.
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Silwood Estate (Phase 1), Oldfield Grove, SE16 TQ 3549 7861 
MoLAS (Tony Mackinder, Elaine Eastbury) evaluation May, Aug 
2002 Higgins Construction plc OFG02 

Natural alluvial clays and peats, probably laid down during the 
Mesolithic to Bronze Age, were recorded above river terrace gravel. 
The peat horizon thinned out towards the SW and was absent from 
the SE part of the site. This may represent the margins of 
‘Bermondsey Lake’. Later deposits had been heavily truncated by 
the development of the site in the 19th c for residential buildings; 
these were demolished in the 20th c. 

St Nicholas’ Church, The Stowage, SE8 TQ 3740 7775 PCA (Dan 
Slater) watching brief Feb 2002 Austin Winkley & Associates for St 
Nicholas’ Church MMN02 

The top corner of a red brick burial vault was revealed beneath the 
nave near the SE corner of the church; it seems to be contemporary 
with the rebuilding of the church and better provision for the dead, 
around the turn of the 18th c. A large square fragment of worked 
stone was recovered, possibly part of a tombstone or tomb lid. A 
burial was also recorded. Disturbed human bones were found in all 
of the deposits, indicating that the burial ground had been in use 
over a long period of time. 

1 Wemyss Road, Blackheath, SE3 TQ 3966 7611 MoLAS (Elaine 
Eastbury) watching brief Nov 2002 Wyberton Homes Ltd WYS02 

In the NW of the site demolition rubble was noted in boreholes; it 
may have been associated with the demolition in the 19th c of Bath 
Cottage (b. late 18th c). To the S boreholes revealed that the site had 
been heavily truncated in order to terrace the hill. 

Bell Green New Source (water pipeline), Winsford Road, SE6 

TQ 3660 7095 to TQ 3729 7357 MoLAS (Tony Mackinder) 
watching brief Aug-Sept 2002 Thames Water WFO02 

A watching brief was carried out on the Pool River section of a 
water pipeline for the Bell Green New Source (at TQ 3707 7231). 
Natural clay was recorded below 20th-c topsoil. 

MERTON 

St Mary the Virgin, Church Lane, Merton Park, SW19 TQ 2520 
6940 AOC (Les Capon) watching brief Oct-Nov 2002 Caroe & 
Partners SVG02 

Fragmented human bones were present in most of the areas 
examined during the installation of new drains around the church, 
which dates from the late 12th c. Two brick tombs that were not 
evident on the surface of the graveyard were also identified. They 
are likely to be 19th-c in date. No intact inhumations were disturbed 
during the work. 

54-56 Church Road, Mitcham TQ 2723 6866 CA (Geoff Potter) 
evaluation Dec 2002 Davis Ashbey Developments CUM02 

Two early-19th-c cottages were recorded. 

176-188 London Road, Mitcham TQ 2790 6952 PCA (Eliott 
Wragg) excavation Mar-Apr 2002 Kitewood Estates LMH01 

The excavation followed an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 19). 
A small quantity of residual Roman material was found, although 
the earliest features were from the medieval period. They comprised 
a series of roadside ditches running N-S in the E of the site, the 
earliest undated but re-cut during the 13th c and continually re-cut 
up to the 19th c. The robbed-out foundations of a 16th-c roadside 
building were also recorded. Two large pits, possibly used for gravel 
extraction in the 18th and 19th c, were found in the E part of the site 
and 19th-c pits and postholes associated with the Swan Inn public 
house were also revealed. A further WWII air raid shelter was 
recorded to the W of the site, along with late-20th-c features, 
including a weighbridge associated with a scrap yard. 

87 Love Lane (land at), 1 Taffy’s Row, Mitcham TQ 2725 6880 
AOC (Darryl Palmer) evaluation Apr 2002 Telemark Construction 
Ltd LLH02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by subsoil which was in turn sealed by 
either topsoil and turf or concrete floors. 

Bennett’s Mill, bounded by Bennett’s Ditch, River Wandle, 

Merantun Way, SW19 TQ 2652 6984 MoLAS (David Saxby) 
excavation Sept-Dec 2002 Countryside Properties plc MMY99 

An evaluation (LA 10 supp. 1 (2002) 20) was followed by 
excavation of Bennett’s Mill, established in 1802 for the production 
of cotton handkerchiefs and other fine goods. It formed part of the 
much larger calico-printing works known as the Merton Abbey Print 
Works founded on this site in 1724. The entire range of workshops, 
including the water wheel headrace and tailrace, which ran through 
the middle of the building, were revealed. Four brick furnaces used 
for the production of dyes were also found. These furnaces were 
fuelled with coal; recovered from the coal ash were fragments of 
madder, indigo and woad dyes. A dye-mixing paddle and a copper 
strip from a print block were also found. To the E of the water wheel 
race was the wash room for the washing of excess dye from the 
calico; here the excavation revealed a brick wash tank and drains to 
expel the excess water. A number of brick machine bases were 
found; they may have housed a mechanical washing machine. 
Further E again were three furnaces and to the S was a cellar 
containing another three furnaces, Recovered from the cellar was a 
leather apron and a large number of bottle stoppers suggesting dye 
mixing was carried out here. In the E part of the excavation a series 
of buildings was represented by brick walls. The presence of iron 
pipes and large deposits of coal suggests that these buildings once 
held the steam engine known to have been located on the site since 
1802. Recovered from deposits within Bennett’s Mill were a number 
of 19th-c coins, Liberty’s cloth seals, a Liberty’s plastic dye bucket, 
pottery and ironwork from a number of machines and furnaces. 

Former Liberty Works, Merton Abbey Mills, Watermill Way, 

SW20 TQ 2652 6984 MoLAS (David Saxby) evaluation Sept 2002 
Time Team/Wandle Heritage Ltd MMW02 

Excavations were carried out for Channel 4 Time Team to locate the 
former Liberty’s works at Merton Abbey Mills within three trenches 
located on either side of the River Wandle. Divers also searched the 
river for artefacts and structures. In one trench, located to the N of 
the existing Grade II listed Wheel House, the walls of an earlier 
18th-c print building were found. The S wall of the building was 
found to be medieval in date, part of a monastic building associated 
with Merton Priory. Within the building a number of brick features 
were recorded, including a possible water wheel gear pit, drains and 
a stove. Along the W wall of the building was revealed a floor 
surface of crushed chalk with two parallel grooves cut into it, 
probably tracks for the dye trolley which would have run along the 
length of the printing tables. Excavations on the W bank of the River 
Wandle located posts and planks of weatherboard from the printing 
sheds. Amongst the building rubble, a guide roller from a calico-
printing machine was recovered. Finally, the Time Team recreated 
the lost art of hand block printing with the cutting of the print 
blocks, mixing of the dyes and the hand block printing of a length of 
silk. This took place inside the former Liberty’s print building now 
used as a craft market. 

80 Plough Lane, SW17 TQ 2620 7153 CA (Robin Densem) 
evaluation July 2002 Totty Construction Group plc PLG02 

A sequence of organic, waterlaid deposits, one of which produced 
Roman pottery, was recorded. In one area 19th-c material was found 
in the uppermost alluvial layer; it was cut by a modern pit containing 
residual Roman artefacts and by four parallel horticultural slots of 
19th- or early-20th-c date. They were sealed by consolidation or 
make-up deposits for the construction of the 20th-c building that was 
recently demolished. 

Tooting and Mitcham Football Club, Sandy Lane, Mitcham TQ 
2845 6960 PCA (Helen Clough) evaluation Sept 2002 Peter 
Pendleton and Associates SLT02 

Topsoil was recorded overlying subsoil and natural brickearth. 
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Rutlish Boys High School, Watery Lane, Wimbledon Chase, 

SW20 TQ 2470 6920 MoLAS (Robert Cowie) evaluation Aug 2002 
Wates Construction Ltd RWM02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by modern soil from which a Roman 
sherd, dated to the 1st or 2nd c, was recovered. Ceramic land drains 
and a pit were also found and were possibly associated with the John 
Innes Horticultural Institute, which occupied the site during the first 
half of the 20th c. 

Pickfords Depository, South London Business Centre, 3-9 

Willow Lane, Mitcham TQ 2795 6755 WA (Kevin Ritchie) 
evaluation Apr 2002 Pickfords WIW02 

Natural gravels lay directly beneath modern made ground. 

NEWHAM 

Barrington Road Ventilation Shaft, Barrington Road, Little 

Ilford TQ 4335 8485 WA (Hilary Valler) watching brief Mar-Dec 
2001 Rail Link Engineering for Union Railways (North) Ltd BGI01 

Modern made ground was observed above the natural gravels. 

Grantham Road, Little Ilford, E12 TQ 4334 8550 MoLAS (David 
Sankey) watching brief May-June 2002 Galliford and Hodgson GTM02 

Modern deposits sealed alluvium. 

Junction of Hermit Road and Grange Road, Canning Town, E16 

TQ 3983 8260 CA (Geoff Potter) watching brief Nov-Dec 2002 The 
Latin Quarter Ltd HMD02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by alluvial deposits. The W edge of an 
apparent palaeochannel was revealed and found to contain lenses of 
peat. A Victorian drainage ditch was also recorded, sealed by 19th-
and 20th-c dumping. WC 

21-24 Manbey Park Road, Stratford, E15 TQ 3924 8489 MoLAS 
(David Jamieson) watching brief Nov-Dec 2002 Bahara Building 
Consultants MPD02 

Overlying the natural brickearth was a deposit of garden soil, 
probably associated with the 19th-c buildings on the site. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Stratford Box, Leyton Road 

(Stratford Station), Stratford New Town, E15 TQ 3825 8465 WA 
(Hilary Valler) evaluation, borehole survey, excavation, watching 
brief May 2001 – Oct 2002 Rail Link Engineering for Union 
Railways (North) Ltd SBX00 

The evaluation revealed undated alluvial deposits associated with 
the River Lea, as well as occasional undated drainage ditches and 
channels crossing its floodplain. Waterlogged timbers found lying 
on the surface of the river gravel probably represented off-cuts from 
timber working, and possibly therefore represented a stockpile. 
Timbers dated by radiocarbon indicate an Iron Age date. Recent 
remains, 19th-c and later, were associated with the site’s former use 
as a railway marshalling and goods yard. The borehole survey 
sampled Lea Valley Arctic Beds and the overlying gravels, which 
have contained Upper Palaeolithic flints, but the results were 
inconclusive. Excavations at the W end of the Stratford Box 
revealed a possible bridge abutment or jetty, situated on the E bank 
of a tributary of the River Lea. It was apparently constructed of 
timber piles extending out into the channel, enclosed by a masonry 
superstructure of flint and limestone. Two of the timber piles are 
dated to the mid-Saxon period (cal AD 650-770 and cal AD 600
800). To the N of the bridge/jetty was found a similarly dated bundle 
of wound wattle rods covering part of the channel bank, and 
therefore probably used to stabilise the bank at this point. In 
addition, a wattle hurdle panel was recovered within the channel 
itself, downstream from the bridge/jetty. This may have originally 
been used in the construction of the adjacent bridge/jetty, producing 
a similar radiocarbon date. The remains of three footprints were 
recorded in the panel; they were probably made some considerable 
time after its disuse. Waterlogged timbers recovered included two of 
Late Bronze Age date, one dated to the Iron Age and others ranging 
in date from Early to Late Saxon. Numerous ditches, hollows and/or 
pits were also recorded. 

Maryland Point, Forest Lane, Leytonstone Road, Stratford, E15 

TQ 3925 8499 MoLAS (David Jamieson) evaluation Nov 2002 
Galliford Hodgson MYP02 

Natural gravels and brickearth were overlaid by modern rubble and 
levelling. 

Former BT Offices, Romford Road, Vicarage Lane, E15 TQ 
3950 8445 PCA (Fiona Keith-Lucas) evaluation, excavation Sept-
Oct 2002 Barratt East London RDV02 

Two postholes were found cut into the natural brickearth, one of 
which contained 2 struck flints; they may therefore have been of 
prehistoric date. A shallow ditch, possibly also prehistoric in date 
and which terminated at one end, was revealed. In the N of the 
excavation area an area of natural clay was cut by a large pit, its 
sides marked by striations, probably a pot or bucket repeatedly 
scraped against the sides whilst extracting water from the pit. It is 
dated to the 12th c. This and the prehistoric features were sealed by 
ploughsoil which, in one area, was cut by a pit containing much 
18th-c pottery and masonry rubble. The quantity of brick in the fill 
indicates the proximity of buildings, most likely fronting on to 
Romford Road. Modern services and foundations truncated much of 
the site. 

Landmark site, Royal Victoria Docks, Silverton Way, E16 TQ 
3997 8061 MoLAS (Austin Ainsworth) geoarchaeological watching 
brief Apr-May 2002 Symonds SVY02 

River erosion, possibly in the Iron Age, has removed all earlier 
prehistoric deposits that may have existed on the site. This erosion 
could be the result of the confluence of the Rivers Thames and Lea 
moving W or SW of its original location, possibly as a result of 
changes in relative sea level or climatic deterioration. As the river 
migrated, the site became a boggy area, frequently flooded, with 
clay accumulating as the floodwater drained away. This deposition 
is likely to have happened in the late prehistoric period. The site then 
became subject to daily tidal inundation, which led to the formation 
of mudflats, possibly a result of increasing estuarine influence and a 
rise in sea level. The river level eventually fell and soil began to 
form, leading to a seasonally flooded marshy soil/grassy pasture. 
The area would have been suitable for grazing and was probably 
used as such in the medieval period and later. In the 1850s upcast 
from the excavation of the basin for the Royal Victoria Dock was 
deposited on the site and sealed the pre-Victorian land surface. This 
re-deposited alluvium was truncated in the 20th c by construction 
work for the boat yard in the E of the site and the Silvertown Way 
flyover in the centre and W of the site. 

30 Snowshill Road, Manor Park, E12 TQ 4220 8520 MoLAS 
(Lindy Casson) evaluation Sept 2002 Tower Homes Ltd SSO02 

Natural gravel and subsoil was truncated by several 20th-c pits, 
overlaid by modern demolition debris. 

Vicarage Primary School, Vicarage Lane, E6 TQ 4255 8282 PCA 
(Chris Mayo) evaluation, excavation Feb, Apr 2002 London 
Borough of Newham VEL02 

A layer of reworked brickearth above the natural brickearth formed 
the surface from which all features were cut; it may therefore have 
been the surface from the prehistoric period, continuing for a long 
time, as early medieval pottery was recovered from it. A drainage 
ditch with an associated gully and stakeholes were found, the latter 
two representing a fence line. It is dated to the late Neolithic or 
Early Bronze Age. An isolated pit, dated to mid-10th to mid-12th c, 
and a large ditch associated with two gullies running into its W edge, 
were found. One of the gullies had stakeholes, which may have been 
the remains of a fence. The ditch is dated mid-11th to mid-12th c. It 
may also have been a boundary, as all of the pre-19th-c features 
were concentrated on one side. Two pits, recorded above the ditch, 
contained contemporary material; another two pits (probably rubbish 
pits) contained 15th-c material. A 19th-c drainage ditch was found to 
have been replaced after its disuse by a field drain made of roofing 
tiles. The replacement was also 19th-c in date. Further 19th-c 
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activity was noted: pits and isolated stake-holes. Foundations of a 
20th-c building were present. Numerous undated stakeholes and 
postholes, one of which may have been structural, and a series of 
pits, also undated and probably for rubbish disposal, were excavated. 

Channel Tunnel Rail Link, Woodgrange Road Ventilation Shaft, 

Woodgrange Road, Forest Gate, E7 TQ 4048 8505 WA (Hilary 
Valler) watching brief Sept 2001 – Feb 2002 Rail Link Engineering 
for Union Railways (North) Ltd WGG01 

Modern made ground was observed above the natural gravels. 

Woolwich Manor Way (between King George V Dock and River 

Thames), E16 TQ 4975 7950 MoLAS (Jane Corcoran) 
geoarchaeological watching brief Feb-Sept 2002 Docklands Light 
Railways Ltd WWA02 

Samples from boreholes from either side of the River Thames from 
North Woolwich to Woolwich Arsenal were taken to help refine the 
characteristics of the floodplain environment in this area during the 
prehistoric period. See also Greenwich. 
Territorial Army Centre, Vicarage Lane, East Ham, E6 TQ 4291 
8274 AOC (Tim Stevens) evaluation Apr 2002 Reserve Forces & 
Cadets Association (RFCA) for Greater London VAG02 

Recent demolition rubble and subsoil was recorded above the natural 
brickearth. 

Golfers Site, Woolwich Manor Way, North Beckton, E6 TQ 4290 
8202 PCA (Tim Carew) excavation Sept-Oct 2002 Fairview Homes 
GWB02 

The remains of a Middle Bronze Age timber platform and trackway 
were found above the natural gravels. The trackway was constructed 
of bundles of brushwood and was wide enough for one person or 
animal. At its side was a rectangular platform, also dating to the 
Middle Bronze Age. This was composed of branches randomly 
spread over an area to make a solid base; onto this rods had been 
laid side by side and cut to a similar length. The wood used includes 
alder and yew. This may have been a hunting hideout. A thick layer 
of natural vegetated wetlands and inter-tidal deposits covered these 
features. 

Woolwich Manor Way, Phase III, junction of Woolwich Manor 

Way and A13 Newham Way, Beckton TQ 4290 8210 GAP (Mark 
Beasley) and PCA (Jim Leary) excavation May 2002 RMG (A13) 
Construction JV WMA02 

Further excavations were conducted as part of ongoing works on the 
A13 improvements (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 20 (FRU01)). The site 
lies SW of the junction of Woolwich Manor Way and the A13. The 
natural gravels were overlaid by deposits which are interpreted as 
degraded land surfaces of Neolithic date; elsewhere on the site they 
contained pottery, flint and charred grain. These deposits were 
sealed by a layer of peat, on the surface of which were found three 
Middle Bronze Age brushwood trackways. The trackways were built 
mainly of alder rods and logs, although oak and yew were also 
present. Many of the rods had chisel-cut ends, and a hooked peg of 
yew may have been used to secure the rods in place. All of the 
trackways ran roughly N-S, conforming to the alignments of similar 
structures recorded nearby. One of them appears to have been 
truncated at a later date by either a ditch cut or a natural channel. A 
further trackway was constructed over this feature after it had silted 
up; it consisted of a short section of elm and oak timbers, as well as 
alder brushwood, staked into the underlying ditch or channel fill. 
These structures were overlaid by further peat deposits and a thick 
layer of late Holocene alluvium. 

REDBRIDGE 

Claybury Hall, Repton Park, off Clarence Gate, Woodford 

Bridge TQ 4286 9136 PCA (Karl Hulka) evaluation Feb 2002 P J 
Livesey CRV02 

The natural clay and sand was cut by an 18th-c brick cellar; 
similarly dated landscaped terracing and dump deposits were 
recorded. The cellar contained at least one reused ‘Tudor’ brick, 

which may have originated from an earlier hall on the site. The 
demolition of structures and backfilling of the cellar was most likely 
late Victorian in date, relating to a period between 1887 and 1895 
when the house and grounds were sold and converted into a private 
lunatic asylum. 

Former King George V Hospital, Eastern Avenue, Newbury 

Park TQ 4480 8845 PCA (Karl Hulka) excavation Feb-Mar 2002 
Bellway Homes ESA02 

Evidence for two main phases of Late Bronze Age occupation was 
found in the natural gravels. The earliest features comprised a series 
of pits and postholes, a gully and a boundary ditch, the fills of which 
are dated to 950-750 BC. Daub was found, denoting the proximity 
of an associated settlement. A later phase of activity, also Late 
Bronze Age in date, was characterised by the re-cutting of the ditch 
and the cutting of further ditches, indicating the continuity of old 
field boundaries and intensification of a field system. 

Chadwell Heath Hospital, Grove Road, Little Heath TQ 4680 
8870 ECCFAU (Mark Peachey) evaluation Oct 2002 George 
Wimpey East London Ltd GVC02 

Two agricultural ditches and service trenches relating to the hospital 
were found. The subsoil consisted of gravels and brickearth. 

Former Allotment Site, Loxford Lane, Ilford TQ 5009 2130 HAT 
(Wesley Keir) evaluation Mar 2002 Fairclough Homes Ltd LOX02 

Two undated pits and one ditch were recorded above the former 
floodplain of Loxford Water. 

Wanstead Golf Club, Overton Road, Wanstead TQ 4110 8770 
ECCFAU (Adam Garwood) watching brief Nov-Dec 2001 
Wanstead Golf Club OVR01 

Monitoring of groundworks showed that there had been considerable 
disturbance and ground reduction, mainly during the construction of 
the building that formerly occupied the site. The remains were found 
of a possible late-18th-c graveyard boundary ditch, extending along 
and below the present E churchyard wall of St Mary’s Parish 
Church. Other recorded activity was 19th- and 20th-c in date. 

Valentines Park, Ilford TQ 4350 8800 OA (Steve Weaver) 
evaluation Nov-Dec 2002 London Borough of Redbridge ILV02 

Trenches were located in and around the kitchen garden and 
American garden, and along the projected line of a ha-ha which 
defines the limits of the formal garden. The natural clay was 
encountered in several trenches. Investigations along the S side of 
Long Water confirmed that a linear depression was a continuation of 
the ha-ha, linking the two extant stretches. A ditch identified in the 
putting green may be a return of this feature, thus defining the NE 
boundary of the American garden. Here, paths were located, edged 
with angled bricks and flanked by planting beds. The kitchen garden 
was excavated with the aim of establishing the former 18th-c layout 
of paths and planting beds. No paths were discovered, but linear 
features, which may be the bases of former planting beds, were 
found in the N half and S end of the garden. 

The Temple, Wanstead Park, Wanstead, E11 TQ 4165 8740 
MoLAS (Sadie Watson) evaluation July 2002 Department of 
Technical Services, Corporation of London TWN02 

An evaluation took place to ascertain the location of and details 
about a former pond known to have existed until the late 19th or 
early 20th c, so that it may be reinstated. Part of a brick slipway into 
the pond and part of the pond lining, probably dating to the 18th or 
19th c, were found above the natural gravels. An 18th-c circular 
brick structure, probably an ice house and broadly contemporary 
with the Temple nearby, was also recorded. 

RICHMOND-UPON-THAMES
 

Harcros Timber Yard (former), 9-11 Old Bridge Street, 


Hampton Wick TQ 1765 6950 MoLAS (Heather Knight) watching 
brief Mar-June 2002 Bond Davidson Ltd OBG99 

The watching brief showed that the mesolithic peat identified during 
an evaluation (LA 9 supp. 2 (2000) 55) had formed on the W side of 
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a sandbank. It is likely that the part of the site between the sandbank 
and the ‘mainland’ remained as a wet marsh throughout the 
prehistoric and historic periods, with drier periods and episodes of 
submergence beneath shallow standing water. Two wattle structures 
appear to be the remains of a fish trap. The sand island acted as a 
steppingstone across the river and may have influenced the siting of 
medieval Kingston Bridge. A drier period existed at some time, 
probably during the 18th c, when a soil developed above the marshy 
alluvium and the ground surface was probably under grass. It was 
overlaid by a cultivated soil of 18th c date. 

97-111, 119 High Street, Teddington TQ 1628 7118 AOC (Giles 
Dawkes) evaluation July 2002 Suncliffe Homes HTG02 

A series of land boundary ditches were recorded, one of late 
medieval date and the rest dated to the 17th-18th c. 

The White House, Kew Gardens, Kew Road, Kew TQ 186 775 
TT (Dave Saxby) excavation May 2002 Channel 4 KWG02 

During four days the White House, formerly known as Kew House 
and built in the 1720s, was investigated for Channel 4 Time Team. In 
1731 the house was enlarged and became a palace for the 
Hanoverian royal family which was regularly used by ‘mad’ King 
George III. It was pulled down in 1802. The excavations took place 
on the lawns in front of the Dutch House where the brick walls of a 
fireplace and two cellar walls were revealed. These represent the 
remains of a Tudor house. They were succeeded by the brick 
foundation walls of the White House, which comprised red brick 
walls for the S facade, a detached out-building with a cellar 
containing a pebbled floor surface, and the remains of the brick 
surface and two brick drains of an internal courtyard. Within the 
courtyard was a brick reservoir for an ornamental fountain; part of 
its moulded stone borders was found in the backfill. Recovered from 
the deposits within the courtyard were a stem of a Georgian wine 
glass, a bent coin dating to the 1720s (thought to be a love token) 
and a Maundy three pence dating to 1772. The walls of a small 
building were also found within the location of the privies. To the W 
of the White House there was evidence of brickwork for a tunnel 
leading to the kitchen range. 

Old Palace Place, The Green, Richmond TQ 1766 7483 AOC 
(Chris Clarke) evaluation Dec 2002 Lattimore Associates OPP02 

Above the natural gravels a single feature was recorded, interpreted 
as the base of a truncated pit. 

Orleans Park School, Orleans Road, Twickenham TQ 1683 7366 
MoLAS (Stewart Hoad) watching brief Aug 2002 Jarvis 
Construction Ltd OTR02 

Natural sand was overlaid by a soil relating to the gardens of 
Orleans Park House and dating to the 18th-19th c. 

13 St John’s Road, Hampton Wick TQ 1748 6947 TVAS (Stephen 
Hammond) evaluation Feb 2002 Moorland Homes SNT02 

Natural gravels were overlaid by modern made ground. A single late 
19th- to early 20th-c pit was revealed. 

Kew Riverside, Townmead Road, Richmond TQ 1979 7641 MoLAS 
(Robert Cowie) evaluation Aug 2002 Jarvis Construction Ltd KTR02 

A number of 19th- to 20th-c features cut the natural sand, including 
four bedding trenches near the SW corner of the site and at least two 
large quarry pits in the N half of the site. Two possible flint waste 
flakes were recovered from the surface of the sand. 

SOUTHWARK 

Cable Trench, Bankside to New Cross: Bankside, Great 

Guildford Street, Union Street, Newcomen Street, Weston 

Street, Tooley Street, SE1 TQ 3206 8041 – TQ 3314 8016 MoLAS 
(Andy Daykin, Raoul Bull, Jez Taylor) watching brief Dec 2001 – 
July 2002 24Seven Utility Services Ltd NCB01 

The watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 25) continued with a shaft 
excavated at the junction of Grange Road and Tower Bridge Road 
and a trench extending from Bankside along Great Guildford Street, 

Union Street, Newcomen Street, Weston Street and E to Tooley 
Street. A range of deposits and structures were recorded, some 
possibly 17th-c, but largely 18th-c. They included walls, rubbish 
pits, demolition dumps and culverts. The remains of a late medieval 
or early post-medieval building and a hearth were also recorded. 

Bermondsey Square, SE1 TQ 3330 7936 PCA (Chris Mayo) 
evaluation July-Aug 2002 U.C. (Bermondsey) Ltd BYQ98 

A second phase of evaluation followed that of 1998 (LA 9, supp. 1 
(1999) 21). Possible Roman deposits were identified above the 
natural gravel. Walls, deposits and surfaces of medieval Bermondsey 
Abbey were found across the site. An E-W wall in the NE of the site 
may be identified as the N cloister wall, and other walls found in the 
N car park and petrol station area are likely to have been either 
dividing walls in the precinct, or ancillary buildings. A wall found in 
the W car park is likely to have been part of the W precinct wall. 
Three walls dating to the 16th-17th c may have been part of the post-
Dissolution building on the site, John Pope’s mansion house, or 
contemporary structures associated with it. Walls exposed in the W 
and N car parks, and petrol station area, were part of 18th-c 
buildings which fronted onto Bermondsey Square. 

155 Bermondsey Street, SE1 TQ 3335 7956 PCA (James Taylor) 
evaluation Apr 2002 Acorn Homes (Bermondsey) Ltd BDI02 

Natural alluvial clay was overlaid by two distinct peat deposits, the 
uppermost of which was truncated by the construction of a basement 
in the 19th c. The basement was backfilled with modern brick rubble 
and demolition debris. 

156-170 Bermondsey Street, SE1 TQ 3330 7955 PCA (Fiona 
Keith-Lucas) excavation Feb-Mar 2002 Galliard Homes BRB02 

Drainage ditches and ground-raising consolidation dumps within the 
natural sand, alluvial clay and peat indicate attempts to drain and 
reclaim the marshy ground, from the late medieval period. Timber 
revetments were constructed along the edge of these ditches, 
probably in the late 15th to early 16th c. One of the ditches had 
silted up by the early 16th c and had then been re-cut at each end, 
possibly suggesting the presence of three properties fronting onto 
Bermondsey Street; the ditch of the middle one remained filled with 
silt. A revetment was constructed across the ditch to prevent the fill 
from the central part of the ditch slumping in to the re-cut sections to 
the S; it was a post-and-plank construction, incorporating a wattle 
hurdle. The revetments also retained dumped deposits overlying the 
ditch fills, creating a causeway across the central part of the ditch. 
The remains of two timber footbridges crossing the ditch were found 
to the N and S of the backfilled part of the ditch, supporting the 
evidence for three properties. The better preserved bridge to the N 
comprised a pair of parallel trestles, each made of pairs of oak piles 
bridged by two oak cross pieces. The decking probably consisted of 
two planks. These bridges appear to have been built in the 16th c 
and had gone out of use by the end of the century when they were 
sealed by dump deposits. Pits and postholes were recorded cutting 
into these dumps and further dumping occurred during the first half 
of the 17th c. By the latter part of the century a brick building with 
brick drains and a cobbled alleyway occupied the site. A timber-
lined pit and dumps of horn cores were also found and may indicate 
the importance of the tanning industry in the area. A sequence of 
dumps and surfaces suggest the excavation area probably remained 
an external yard associated with properties fronting onto 
Bermondsey Street to the E. 

159 Bermondsey Street, SE1 TQ 3332 7960 MoLAS (David 
Sankey) evaluation Jan 2002 Buxton Homes Ltd BND02 

Holocene alluvial deposits, consisting of peat above clay, sealed by 
alluvium, were recorded in a palaeochannel. Later deposits were 
truncated by the construction of a cellar, backfilled in the late 17th c. 

171 Bermondsey Street, SE1 TQ 3348 7951 PCA (Lorraine Darton) 
evaluation, excavation July-Aug 2002 Acorn Homes plc BYG02 

A thick Bronze Age peat layer overlying a thick layer of silt 
indicated the presence of a minor channel between the Horsely 
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Down eyot to the N and Bermondsey eyot to the S. Above the peat, 
another silt layer was a further indicator of alluvial conditions on the 
site until the medieval period, when the land was drained with two 
phases of ditches. The later and more substantial ditch contained 
much organic material, including wooden bowls and leather shoes. 
This ditch was re-cut and a feeder ditch added from the W of the 
site. Late 16th- to early 17th-c dump layers sealed these ditches. A 
barrel-lined well was cut through the dumps; it was replaced in brick 
in the 18th c. Fragments of an 18th-c brick floor and internal wall of 
a building were recorded. 

Titan House, 184-192 Bermondsey Street, SE1 TQ 3326 7950 GAP 
(Simon Blatherwick), PCA (Justin Wiles) building investigation, 
watching brief June-Dec 2002 Roce Properties plc BYC02 

A building investigation was carried out on the (now demolished) 
20th-c Titan House, followed by a watching brief on construction 
works. The natural gravels were overlaid to the S and W of the site 
by a thick layer of peat sealed by alluvial clay of the Holocene 
sequence. To the E of the site this was overlaid by demolition dumps 
of probable 18th or 19th-c date. WC 

Bermondsey Wall West, Chambers Street, SE16 TQ 3424 7977 
PCA (Duncan Stirk, James Taylor) evaluation, excavation, watching 
brief Aug-Dec 2001, Jan-Mar 2002 Berkley Homes (City & East 
London) Ltd BCB01 

Natural alluvial silts with peat bands, the latter probably dating to 
the Bronze Age, were recorded. A small assemblage of burnt and 
struck flint was found in the upper alluvium, sealing the peat: it was 
probably associated with low scale human activity in the area. 
Medieval activity was revealed, centred on a channel in which a row 
of postholes was found; these probably formed part of a fish trap or 
weir. It was broadly contemporary with a layer of large chalk blocks 
at the bottom of the channel, possibly a barge bed. The channel was 
later deliberately disused by damming it with timber beams, tiebacks 
and wattling, retaining an infill of redeposited clay. This appears to 
have been used as part of a foundation for an embankment. Ground-
levelling and consolidation then occurred, above which were two 
phases of building activity, mainly consisting of brick cellared 
buildings dating to the 17th and 18th c and associated with the 
development of wharfage in the area. The site was then levelled and 
truncated by 19th-c and modern industrial and docking activity. 

86 Blackfriars Road, SE1 TQ 3162 7989 AOC (Darryl Palmer) 
evaluation Mar 2002 Abbeygold Enterprises Ltd BKF02 

Large deposits of 19th- to 20th-c made ground and dumped material 
were revealed above natural brickearth. 

South Point, 197 Blackfriars Road, SE1 TQ 3170 8005 PCA 
(Lorraine Darton, James Taylor) evaluation Apr-May 2002 Insignia 
Richard Ellis Ltd BKA02 

A wide peat-filled channel was recorded in the natural gravels in the 
centre and W of the site, the peat probably dating to the Bronze Age. 
It was sealed by 18th-c made ground in preparation for late 18th- to 
early 19th-c terraced houses fronting onto Union Street, of which 
two walls were recorded. 

Borland Road, Nunhead, SE15 TQ 3550 7520 TVAS (Andy 
Taylor) evaluation Sept 2002 St James Homes BOF02 

Made ground, probably 20th-c in date, overlay London Clay. 

Borough Market Viaduct, SE1 TQ 3251 8017 MoLAS (James 
Drummond-Murray) watching brief Oct-Dec 2002 Railtrack plc BKV02 

A series of engineering test pits for Thameslink 2000 was 
monitored. Most contained disturbed material, including some 
human remains from the Cure’s College burial ground (in use from 
17th to 19th c). In one test pit an occupation sequence from a Roman 
masonry building was recorded above the natural gravel. It had been 
truncated and overlaid by 19th-c dumped deposits and a Victorian 
brick wall. WC 

319 Camberwell New Road, SE5 TQ 3248 7677 MoLAS (Tom 
Wilson) watching brief Dec 2002 Terence Macabe CBB02 

Above natural gravel was a possible cultivated soil deposit; it is 
post-medieval or later in date. In the SE of the site a large chalk 
foundation parallel to the street was revealed. It appeared to have 
been cut by a 19th-c brick drain and at one end was a circular brick-
built structure composed of bricks very similar to those of the drain. 
It is possible that they were part of a single structure, perhaps a 
soakaway. The site was then truncated and sealed by mixed dumped 
material of late-19th-c date, probably derived from building 
demolition. 

Clink Street, Stoney Street Car Park, SE1 TQ 3254 8039 MoLAS 
(David Jamieson) watching brief Mar-Aug 2002 Oakmayne 
Properties CSO00 

Ground works and pile locations were monitored as the ground was 
reduced and the S wall of the service range of the medieval Bishop 
of Winchester’s Palace, a SAM, was exposed. A previously 
unidentified internal partition wall was noted just below the ground 
surface. 

Winchester Palace, Clink Street, SE1 TQ 3257 8039 MoLAS 
(Andrew Westman) standing building survey Jan-Apr 2002 English 
Heritage CKN02 

Contractors cleaned and carried out conservation repairs to the E and 
N faces of standing walls to the S of Clink Street, originally internal 
to the 1st-floor hall of the London palace of the medieval bishops of 
Winchester, a SAM. The opportunity was taken to examine the 
masonry, and augment and revise existing records (LA 4, 14 (1984) 
389-90; LA 2, 2 (1972) 42). This allowed the profile of the 
mouldings of the frame of the rose window to be reconstructed, 
informing the restoration of the badly weathered lower part of the 
frame. 

Duchess of Kent Public House (former), 67 Deverell Street, SE1 

TQ 3270 7920 AOC (Darryl Palmer) watching brief Nov 2002 
Golden Homes Ltd DEV02 

Half the site had been truncated to the level of natural gravel, whilst 
natural gravel in the other half was overlaid by 18th- and 19th-c 
made ground. 

Mint House, 17-23 Disney Place, SE1 TQ 3234 7983 MoLAS 
(Nick Elsden) watching brief Feb 2002 Oakmayne Properties DIS02 

The earliest deposit was an extensive waterlaid silt which appears to 
be of Roman date. It was truncated by 18th- to 20th-c disturbance, 
including a basement to the N of the existing basemented area. 
Outside the existing basement the silts were overlaid by 18th- to 
20th-c make-up dumps, or they were cut by a basement, possibly 
constructed in the 19th c, and apparently backfilled in the 20th c. 

8-9 Grange Road, SE1 TQ 3324 7923 MoLAS (Jez Taylor) 
watching brief Feb 2003 Mackenzies International GNA02 

Natural gravel was overlaid by made ground which included a large 
dump of horn cores, probably wastage associated with the tanning 
industry documented in this area in the 18th and 19th c. Remains of 
brick basement walls, probably the remains of the recently 
demolished building, were visible. 

The Globe, 14-24 Great Dover Street, SE1 TQ 3251 7955 MoLAS 
(Malcolm Mackenzie, Lindy Casson) evaluation June-July, Oct 2002 
excavation Nov 2002 (Lindy Casson) Bellway Homes South East 
GTD02 

Natural gravels and sand were cut by Roman rubbish pits and 
shallow ditches, the latter probably field boundaries. Most of the site 
appeared to have been truncated in the 16th or 17th c by extensive 
gravel extraction. They were sealed by 18th-c dumped deposits, later 
cut by Victorian brick and barrel lined wells and cesspits. The site 
was truncated in parts during construction in the 20th c. 

64 Great Suffolk Street, SE1 TQ 3185 7995 PCA (Lorraine 
Darton) watching brief Apr 2002 CCCP Ltd GSE02 

A rubble deposit, representing the backfilling of the basement of the 
extant 20th-c building, was recorded. Natural strata were not 
observed. 
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84-88 Great Suffolk Street, SE1 TQ 3190 7981 MoLAS (Rosalind 
Aitken) watching brief Sept 2002 Capital Project Consultancy GSK02 

Natural sand and gravels were overlaid by silt deposits of medieval 
and post-medieval date. 

55 Lant Street, SE1 TQ 3225 7975 PCA (Lorraine Darton) 
watching brief July, Oct 2002 George Wimpey Ltd LTW02 

Above the natural gravels made ground, with 18th-c domestic 
rubbish and tanning waste in the form of horn cores, was observed 
across the site. In the NE of the site a circular brick-lined soakaway 
was recorded and, running through the centre of the site, a brick wall 
dating to the 19th c. A 20th-c rubble make-up deposit was observed 
across the site beneath a concrete slab. 

Tabard Square, 34-70 Long Lane, 31-47 Tabard Street, SE1 TQ 
3256 7965 PCA (Douglas Killock) excavation Sept 2002 – July 
2003 Berkeley Homes (City & East London) Ltd LLS02 

In the W central area of the site a peat layer and sands were 
recorded, from which prehistoric flint tools and pottery were 
recovered. Above these deposits were clay and timber building 
remains dating to the Roman period. Some of the rooms in these 
buildings appeared to have had a commercial function; one 
contained the bases of ceramic vessels. Towards the centre of the 
site the robbed remains of a major Roman masonry building were 
revealed, the walls of which, on its W side, were supported by 
square buttresses on timber pile foundations. Its plan and size 
suggest a small winged corridor building or villa. The NE corner of 
a possible temple was also revealed, including the corridor or 
ambulatory; surrounding the structure was an area of gravel. 
Between the two buildings a pit was located, from which a white 
marble plaque was recovered. Its inscription reads: ‘To the spirits of 
the emperors (and) the god Mars Camulos, Tiberinius Celerianus, 
ranking moritex of the (traders) of London, set this up’. As the 
plaque is dedicated to the Romano-Celtic deity, Mars Camulos, it 
seems likely that it originated from the putative temple. Excavations 
in the E central area demonstrated that throughout much of the site’s 
history the ground was wet. A major Roman ditch was found, 
revetted on its S side. The revetting had collapsed and a tree had 
grown in the ditch, demonstrating that drainage was not maintained. 
Drainage continued in the medieval period, and again in the 16th c 
when a large ditch was dug, eventually being replaced with a brick 
lined drain. Post-medieval clay extraction pits were also recorded in 
this area. Evidence relating to housing, industry and land and water 
management from the 16th c onwards, was found. 

211 Long Lane, Morocco Street, SE1 TQ 3315 7960 PCA 
(Lorraine Darton) evaluation May 2002 Galliard Homes LMO02 

In the N half of the site peat, probably dating to the Bronze Age, was 
found filling a large channel in the natural gravels. It was overlaid 
by a thick deposit of sand which probably represented a sand eyot 
within the channel; the sand contained fragments of burnt flint. A 
Roman drainage ditch cut the sand deposit, which was also cut by 
several small pits. On the Long Lane frontage of the site an E-W 
ditch parallel to the road may have been a Roman roadside ditch. To 
its N were a similarly aligned ditch and the terminus of another. 
Also near Long Lane was a surface of chalk and ragstone fragments 
and two postholes which may represent the remains of a medieval 
building. Horticultural soils were recorded in the S of the site and 
ground-raising dumps in the N, marshy half of the site. A boundary 
ditch and wall dating to the 18th c were recorded running 
perpendicular to Long Lane. Four phases of ditch drained the marsh 
in the N of the site from the 17th to 19th c. A bored-out timber drain 
ran into this ditch in the 18th c. 

211 Long Lane, SE1 TQ 3315 7960 WA (Jacqueline McKinley) 
excavation July-Oct 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf of Galliard 
Homes LGM02 

The position was identified of one of the gravel eyots or islands 
which are characteristic of this area on the S side of the Thames. 
Alluvial and peat deposits were recorded, as well as a few fragments 

of redeposited prehistoric pottery from the N part of the site. Roman 
activity was represented by shallow ditches, probably field 
boundaries, which were at right angles to a possible Roman 
forerunner of Long Lane. A series of postholes provided evidence 
for a timber building adjacent to and aligned along Long Lane; it 
appears to have been late medieval or early post-medieval in date. 
Most of the evidence recovered thereafter took the form of timber-
lined pits, drains and associated features, all of which related to the 
18th- and 19th-c tanning industry. 

Bird-in-the-Bush, 616 Old Kent Road, SE15 TQ 3448 7779 
MoLAS (James Drummond-Murray) evaluation Feb 2002 Cadre 
Architects OKE02 

Natural gravel was overlaid by early 19th-c ploughsoil, as well as 
19th- to 20th-c demolition deposits. 

Union Works, 60 Park Street, SE1 TQ 3223 8044 MoLAS (Nick 
Elsden) watching brief Apr 2002 Chelsfield plc PSE02 

Natural strata were not reached. Brick walls, floors and a cesspit, of 
18th- and 19th-c date, and one wall that may have been of late-17th-
or 18th-c date, were recorded. Glassworks waste, including large 
crucible fragments, and sand probably used as bonding material for 
the furnaces, were re-deposited in an 18th-c cellar and in make-up 
layers. 

135 Park Street, 4-8 Emerson Street, SE1 TQ 3221 8038 AOC 
(Tim Stevens) evaluation July 2002 Chelsfield plc PMK02 

A sequence of Late Bronze Age peat, dated to 1310-1040 BC 
(2970±40 BP), was revealed. The peat appears to have been 
truncated by fluvial action, probably during the 15th-17th c. 

Bombay Wharf, Ceylon Wharf, East India Wharf, 101-105 

Rotherhithe Street, St Mary Church Street, Rotherhithe, SE16 

TQ 3510 7980 MoLAS (Richard Bluer, Kieron Heard, David 
Jamieson, Tony Mackinder, Tom Wilson) evaluation, excavation 
and watching brief Dec 2001 – Oct 2002 Taylor Woodrow Capital 
Developments Ltd RHE01 

Natural sand and gravels at the S end of the site were sealed by a soil 
layer containing some prehistoric pottery and fire-cracked flint. This 
was overlaid by alluvial silt and then a probable ploughsoil, both of 
which contained medieval material. Above this were 19th-c and later 
soil deposits cut by several ditches, and the construction trenches for 
the brick foundations of a 19th-c building and garden wall. To the N 
of the site, at 103a Rotherhithe Street, the earliest identifiable feature 
was a timber drain, above which was a land tie structure of 17th- or 
18th-c date. It measured 4.6m E-W and comprised a series of reused 
squared oak beams, including a red-painted deck beam. Overlying 
this structure were 19th-c dumped deposits. At the E side of the site, 
at Bombay Wharf, the earliest deposits were alluvial, cut through by 
a palaeochannel which had been re-cut at a later date and 
subsequently revetted with a series of oak planks reused from a 
clinker built vessel. It was superseded by a differently aligned ditch 
containing 17th-c material. 

The Hop Exchange, 24 Southwark Street, SE1 TQ 3255 8016 
MoLAS (Adrian Miles) evaluation Sept 2002 LA Fitness HPX02 

Deposits and some disarticulated human bone of 17th- to 19th-c date 
were recorded. Natural strata were not observed. 

Spa Road Regeneration Scheme (Site H), Spa Road, Thurland 

Road, SE16 TQ 3420 7929 MoLAS (Bruce Watson) evaluation 
June-July 2002 Southwark Council/English Heritage SAO02 

This project was designed as both an evaluation and an educational 
and community project. Subsoil and topsoil deposits above the 
natural gravel were found to contain five sherds of prehistoric 
pottery, one of which is of Iron Age date (c. 600 BC - AD 43). A 
residual flint flake was also found. This prehistoric material may be 
evidence of transient human activity, such a livestock herding. 
Roman and medieval activity was only evidenced by finds of 
residual pottery, confirming its marginality during this period as a 
site that was either flooded or a salt marsh. Reclamation seems to 
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have begun in the 17th c, so that by the 18th c the area had been 
reclaimed and was devoted to arable farming and market gardening. 
During the late 18th c a quarry pit was dug, and by the mid 19th c 
the whole area was occupied by brick-built terraced houses fronting 
onto Frean Street. In the back yards of these houses three cess and 
rubbish pits were discovered, from which large quantities of mass-
produced household ceramics and other finds dating to c. 1865
1870/80, were recovered. The houses were all destroyed during the 
Blitz and never rebuilt. 

Electricity Sub-station and Building 3, 169 Tower Bridge Road, 

SE1 TQ 3345 7975 PCA (Chris Pickard) watching brief May-June 
2002 Sunlight Projects Ltd TWO01 

Three small stakeholes and a small pit that was probably used for 
cooking were found cutting into the natural sand. A series of ard 
marks was also revealed. Above them was a deposit of sand 
disturbed by ploughing, which contained burnt and struck flint and 
abraded fragments of prehistoric pottery. A ploughed soil deposit 
above this contained flints dating to the Mesolithic to Bronze Age, 
possibly extending to the Iron Age. Alluvial deposits then covered 
the site as sea levels rose. Overlying them was a series of seven 
postholes that may relate to tanning activity in the 18th and 19th c, 
or properties and industries associated with the subsequent Sarson’s 
Vinegar Factory that was established on the site in 1814. A number 
of tanning pits were revealed across the site and, in the W, at least 
three timber-lined pits, one of which contained a re-used baseplate. 
To the W of the baseplate were found 8 stakes on roughly the same 
alignment as the seven postholes. To the S of the Sub-Station a high 
degree of modern truncation was revealed. 

New Hibernia House, Winchester Walk, SE1 TQ 3260 8033 
MoLAS (David Bowsher) watching brief Mar-Apr 2002 
Amberbeech Ltd WIE02 

Above the natural sand and gravel were possible Roman deposits, 
quarry pits and later pits or dumps. Medieval pottery found in a soil 
layer dated to the late 13th to late 15th c. A masonry wall which cut 
this soil layer may have been of medieval date; it was rebuilt in brick 
and this, together with other walls of 16th- or 17th-c date, probably 
belonged to the ‘bowling alley’ depicted on Hollar’s view of 1647. 
To the N of the bowling alley was the privy garden; medieval and 
later deposits that were recorded in this area may relate to pitting 
and/or dumping. A sequence of alternate surfaces and make-up 
deposits to the W of the bowling alley were undated but are likely to 
be of medieval or later date. Some of the finds attest to the industrial 
nature of the area in the 17th and 18th c: a possible glass mould and 
an assemblage of ceramic vessels used for refining molasses. Also 
recorded were a cellar of a building fronting onto Winchester Square 
and a brick and tile drain, probably of 18th-c date. 

16 Winchester Walk and Pontifex Warehouse, Clink Street, SE1 

TQ 3256 8039 MoLAS (Leslie Dunwoodie, David Jamieson) 
evaluation Mar-Oct 2002 Winchester Walk Ltd WSQ02 

At 16 Winchester Walk evidence was found of Roman masonry and 
clay and timber structures, as well as new evidence for the S and W 
range of medieval Winchester Palace, a SAM. On the Pontifex 
Warehouse site evidence for Roman buildings was identified in 
exposed sections of trenches originally excavated in 1961 by Dr 
Celoria. The existence and survival of many of the conjectured walls 
of the service range of the palace was established during the current 
evaluation. In the NE corner of the site evidence of a medieval floor 
and wall were discovered, the latter built up against the N wall of the 
service range. A Caen stone moulding may indicate the position of a 
doorway in this N wall. In many areas all non-structural remains 
were found to have been removed during the 1961 excavations. 
Extensive truncation had occurred to the S of Pontifex Warehouse. 

SUTTON 

2-6 Beddington Grove, Wallington TQ 2995 6420 SAS (Jeff 
Perry) watching brief Oct 2002 Independent Town Planning 
Services BNG02 

Turf and topsoil overlay a subsoil and alluvial silt. 

Beddington Sewage Farm, Beddington Lane, Mile Road, 

Croydon TQ 293 659 WA (Richard Greatorex) watching brief Sept-
Nov 2002 Thames Waste Management (TWM) BDN92 

A watching brief was undertaken as part of topsoil stripping in 
advance of gravel extraction (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 25). The site lies 
within the SAM of Beddington Roman Villa. Three palaeochannels 
were identified, two of which may have been part of the same 
feature. The further E of the two contained Red Deer antler and snail 
shells in its uppermost fill. They probably represent continuations of 
channels found last year. Three pits were found, one of which 
contained Middle Bronze Age pottery, animal bone and one 
prehistoric worked flint. The presence of charcoal in some of the 
fills of this pit could suggest that it had been used for cooking. There 
were no finds in the other pits. Two ditches, possibly prehistoric in 
date, and a gully containing burnt flint and a Neolithic leaf-shaped 
arrowhead, were also excavated. 

Wells House, High Street, Sutton TQ 2572 6465 MoLAS (Raoul 
Bull, Elaine Eastbury) evaluation, watching brief Aug, Nov 2002 – 
Jan 2003 Carillion Building Ltd HGU02 

In the open area to the S of the main building, layers of land 
reclamation and alluvial washes were recorded above the natural 
clay, indicating occasionally flooded open ground, probably during 
the 19th c. Two cesspits of similar date were found adjacent to the 
street but most of the site had been truncated by modern 
development. 

200-202 High Street, Sutton TQ 2582 6455 CA (Geoff Potter) 
evaluation Mar-Apr 2002 Jee Estate Management Ltd HTU02 

Two postholes containing timbers were found above the natural sand 
on the E side of the site. In the W of the site, a medieval or later cut 
feature (a pit or possibly a robbed-out wall) and a possible chalk 
surface were recorded, as well as a 19th-c brick wall and drain. 

201 High Street, Sutton TQ 2575 6434 SAS (Jeff Perry) evaluation 
Oct 2002 The New Chinese Medicine Ltd HUN02 

Made ground overlay the natural chalk. 

Holy Trinity Church, Manor Road, Wallington TQ 2877 6448 
MoLAS (Kevin Appleton) watching brief Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 Ian 
A Goldsmid Chartered Architect MDA02 

Much of the area immediately N of the church appeared to consist of 
made and levelled ground above the natural chalk and subsoil. This 
is consistent with the building of the original Church hall, which 
would have removed any earlier deposits. 

St Mary RC Junior School, Shorts Road, Carshalton TQ 2772 6440 
SAS (Jeff Perry) evaluation Oct 2002 Diocese of Southwark SSN02 

The natural chalk had been truncated during the building of the 
present school (c. 1970s), though several possible struck flints were 
recovered from the modern fill. 

Davis Yard, rear of 19 West Street, Carshalton TQ 2765 6458 
SAS (Jeff Perry) excavation June 2002 Oakdene Homes plc WEC02 

Bronze Age pottery and flints and Late Iron Age pottery were 
recovered from later deposits, any associated features probably 
having been disturbed by later activity. Above the natural sand were 
found several fragments of walls, a possible clay oven and clay pads, 
suggesting the remains of a Roman building, probably dating to the 
1st-2nd c AD. It was replaced by a second building of external and 
internal flint walls, measuring approximately 5m wide by at least 
10m long. This building is dated to the 2nd c or later. The disturbed 
burial of an 18-24 month-old baby was found just outside the 
building; there is no clear dating evidence but it seems likely to be 
Roman. These remains have been buried and protected beneath the 
new development. 

TOWER HAMLETS 

The Former Commercial Gasworks, Ben Jonson Road, Harford 

Street, E1 TQ 3627 8186 MoLAS (Kieron Tyler) standing structure 
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survey Nov-Dec 2002 Bellway Homes Urban Renewal Southern 
HFD99 

The survey, begun in 1999 (LA 9, supp. 2 (2000) 59), continued with 
the recording of Gasholders 1, 2 and 3, the earliest perimeter walls 
and the remains of a canal-side elevated tramway. These have been 
defined as integral to the earliest processes at the site, which had 
been in use from the 1830s as a gasworks run by the Commercial 
Gas Company. Gasholder 1 was completed in 1864, and Gasholders 
2 and 3 in 1854. All three were extensively altered in 1892. The 
truncated perimeter walls were originally parts of buildings 
constructed c. 1853-4 and c. 1870-91. 

42-47 Jenice Building, Bethnal Green Road, E2 TQ 3379 8238 
PCA (James Taylor) watching brief May 2002 Concept Site 
Investigations BEP02 

Two layers of brick rubble and demolition material overlay a 
probable 17th-c dump layer. Natural strata were not observed. 

The Royal Foundation of St Katherine, 6-10 Butcher Row, 

Stepney, E14 TQ 3602 8103 MoLAS (Dick Bluer, Tony 
Mackinder) watching brief Jan-Feb 2002, evaluation Sept 2002 
Cluttons Chartered Surveyors and Property Consultants on behalf of 
The Royal Foundation of St Katherine BCR02 

Clearance of the graveyard of the early Victorian church of St 
James, Ratcliffe, which was destroyed in WWII, was monitored. An 
elaborate burial vault, a large polygonal brick structure of unknown 
function, and a deep water-filled shaft lined and capped with bricks 
were recorded. During the evaluation, natural brickearth was found 
overlaid by a series of 18th-c ground-raising dumps, followed by 
several brick walls of cellars, one of which appears to have been part 
of a large 18th-c building that occupied the E side of the site. 
Several 19th-c buildings remained in use until fairly recently. 

Byng Street, Westferry Road (junction), Isle of Dogs, E14 TQ 
3715 7982 OA (Dan Dodds) evaluation July 2002 Cathedral Group 
plc BSV02 

A series of 19th- to 20th-c building foundations and industrial 
features were recorded above alluvium. 

Cable Street, between Backchurch Lane and Christian Street, 

E1 TQ 3430 8090 MoLAS (Isca Howell) evaluation Feb-Mar 2002 
The Environment Trust CBA02 

Buildings of 18th-c date were identified; natural was not observed. 

19-33 Cheshire Street, Bethnal Green, E2 TQ 3390 8235 SAS 
(Jeff Perry) evaluation Dec 2002 Furlong Homes plc CIB02 

Concrete and made ground overlay the natural clay. Within the made 
ground were the remains of an 18th-c well and sewer. 

1 Commercial Street, 111-120 Whitechapel High Street, E1 TQ 
3384 8136 MoLAS (David Sankey) evaluation Aug-Sept 2002 
Mangrove Securities Ltd CIQ02 

Trenches to the rear of the property exposed deep brickearth and 
gravel extraction pits, backfilled at the end of the 15th or beginning 
of the 16th c. They were overlaid with 18th-c landfill deposits of ash 
and night soil, cut through, in turn, by cellars of the 18th, 19th and 
20th c. A trench on the Whitechapel Street frontage had small 
isolated and truncated areas of natural brickearth surviving beneath 
an 18th-c cellar. 

Bromley Hall, 43 Gillender Street, E14 TQ 3817 8191 MoLAS 
(Andrew Westman, Nick Holder) standing building survey Aug-Oct 
2002 Leaside Regeneration Ltd BTI02 

The building, listed Grade II*, was originally a brick tower-house of 
at least three storeys above ground. Decoratively moulded oak joists, 
with a dendrochronological felling date of 1482-95, survive in much 
of the 1st floor, built integrally with the brick walls. Externally the 
brick walls include narrow octagonal turrets at the corners and a 
moulded string-course at 1st-floor level. The building was originally 
divided by a timber-framed wall on each floor; much of this wall 
survives, including moulded oak jambs marking doorways. Each 

half of the building was originally served by fireplaces in the N and 
S walls, suggesting that further subdivisions existed. The 2nd floor 
(and any higher floor) may possibly have been timber-framed and 
jettied out from the brick walls. Such a building, relatively 
expensive and elaborate for its size, may have functioned as a 
conspicuous courtly ‘prospect tower’. Documentary sources indicate 
that in the 15th c the land was held by Lord Devereux, and in the 
16th c passed successively to, among others, Sir Ralph Sadler and 
Sir William Cecil (Lord Burghley). A radical remodelling of the 
house is dated, partly on documentary grounds, to soon after 1700. 
The walls were reduced to the level of the 2nd floor and a steeply 
pitched hipped roof was built, enclosing new 2nd-floor rooms within 
the roof space, lit by dormer windows. The spiral stairs were 
replaced by a timber staircase with straight flights, part of which, 
approaching the 2nd floor, survives, being late 17th- to early 18th-c 
in style. On the lower floors internal walls were inserted to form 
living rooms and bedrooms, and window openings enlarged to hold 
sash windows. Calico is documented as having been processed in 
other, neighbouring buildings on the estate in the 18th c, and the 
remodelled building may have been an overseer’s house. A cellar 
was inserted under one quarter of the building, and the ground floor 
was extended. From 1914 the building was a training hospital for the 
Royal College of St Katharine who added, c. 1925, a ground-floor 
extension to the S, of reinforced concrete and brick with a flat roof. 
Bomb damage in 1940 was repaired c. 1951. WC 

Goulston Street Baths, Goulston Street, Whitechapel, E1 TQ 
3373 8140 MoLAS (Dick Bluer) watching brief Feb-Apr 2002 
London Guildhall University GOU99 

A second phase of work took place (LA 9, supp. 2 (2000) 59). Make
up above the natural brickearth had been cut by brick structures. 
Two substantial houses of late 17th- to early 18th-c date were 
recorded in the NW corner of the site, possibly those shown on a 
map of 1682. Both had cellars, one incorporating a vaulted brick 
structure which may have been an oven, or (since a deposit of 
hammer scale was found in a brick niche nearby) possibly a forge. 
To the S of these buildings was a very solidly built two-chambered 
tank, lined with roof tiles. To the E were the walls of further houses, 
with an internal brick floor and a small area of external cobbled 
surface. The S part of the site had been heavily disturbed by 
construction for the baths, but further brick foundations were 
observed, as well as a brick-built drain system that included a 
possible silt trap. Perhaps associated with these drains was a 
complex shaped tank of unknown function. Serving these buildings 
were several wells and numerous pits; some of them were brick-
lined, but the majority were lined with cattle horn cores. These pits 
produced much material, including a complete and almost complete 
chamber pot, a box lid of tortoiseshell with a pictorial scene pricked 
in, and an assemblage of marked tobacco pipes. 

London Electricity Site, The Highway, E1 TQ 3429 8073 MoLAS 
(David Bowsher) watching brief Nov 2002 Peabody Trust HWC02 

Construction of a former tea warehouse had truncated the natural 
sand and gravel, though natural brickearth survived on the E side of 
the site. Basements of 19th- and 20th-c date had truncated the S part 
of the site. 

Tobacco Dock, 130-162 The Highway, E1 TQ 3745 8070 PCA 
(Alistair Douglas) excavation Mar-Apr 2002 Brisley Properties SA, 
Waites, Ove Arup & Partners TOC02 

In the SE corner of the site the natural gravels were overlaid by a 
peaty deposit, indicating marshy conditions; these appear to have 
continued into the early Roman period. A palaeochannel was also 
exposed, from which struck and burnt lithics were recovered. The 
slope of the natural brickearth and gravel towards the River Thames 
appeared to have been terraced and revetted. In the S of the 
excavation area the remains of a Roman building were found above 
consolidated gravel. It was defined by beam slots, postholes, 
possible sill beam, masonry wall foundations and beaten earth 
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floors. This building may date to the late Roman period. Its disuse 
was marked by demolition material and then sand and gravel. A 
square timber-lined well was excavated, its fill contained a large 
ceramic assemblage and a copper alloy bowl. The remains of a 
possible second timber-lined well were also found. In the NE corner 
of the site was a substantial butt-ended ditch, its later phases revetted 
with timber posts and planks. On the E side of the excavation area a 
timber structure, perhaps a tank, was excavated; it may have been 
contemporary with a timber box drain, possibly a water conduit. In 
the S central part of the excavation area were the remains of a 
possible masonry and tile cremation cist, partly destroyed and 
emptied in antiquity. Immediately to its S was found a whole pot, 
which possibly contains cremation remains. A dark-earth-type 
deposit sealed the Roman deposits and may have been used for 
gardening. Garden soil cut by pits may date from the late 16th to 
early 17th c. The remains of possibly two 17th-c masonry buildings 
were recorded; they would have fronted onto Pennington Street and 
continued to be in use until at least the 18th c. Between the two 
buildings were numerous pits and wells, infilled in the 18th and/or 
early 19th c when they were partly covered by a metalled yard or 
alley. On the E side of the excavation area was a large timber-lined 
pit, possibly a tank for some industrial process. It was infilled 
probably during the 18th c. The partial remains of a 19th-c cellared 
building with flagstone and brick floor were also revealed. A late
19th-c brick sewer was recorded in the SE of the excavation area, 
and another to the N. 

Former Babe Ruth’s Restaurant, 172-176 The Highway, E1 TQ 
3483 8070 PCA (Alistair Douglas) evaluation, excavation July, 
Sept-Dec 2002 Wimpey Homes HGA02 

A single Roman ditch was found in the natural gravels towards the 
N of the site. It appears to link up with one S of the Roman tower 
found to the E in 1974 and 1976 (LA 2, 14 (1976) 372). This part of 
the site had been severely truncated by basements. In the S of the 
site a series of terraces, cut into the S-sloping natural gravels, 
preserved the remains of a group of Roman buildings. A substantial 
stone, brick and tile building, with at least two phases of 
construction, was found at the S limits of the excavation. Only the N 
limits of the building were established, as rooms continued beyond 
the W, E and S limits of excavation. At least eight rooms were 
identifiable in the earlier phase of building; walls were then partly 
demolished and a new phase of building with hypocaust was 
constructed. This second phase of building had at least nine rooms, 
including an apse on the N side, most with pilae stacks surviving; it 
is interpreted as a bathhouse. Both phases of occupation took place 
between at least the 2nd - 4th c, with the systematic stripping of all 
flooring and demolition taking place shortly after AD 400. This 
building, together with associated deposits will be preserved in situ 
beneath the new development. To the N of the building lay an area 
of packed gravel and stone surfaces, probably representing a yard. 
Immediately to the W of the yard, and on a perpendicular alignment 
to the bathhouse, was a sequence of eight phases of clay and timber 
buildings. The continuous raising of the floor levels in these 
buildings produced an excellent sequence of artefacts. WC 

469-475 The Highway, E1 TQ 3585 8090 ECCFAU (Trevor Ennis) 
evaluation Jan 2002 Mitchell Design and Construct Ltd HGY02 

A few sherds of abraded medieval pottery were found above alluvial 
deposits; otherwise the earliest structure identified was the rear wall 
of a late-17th-c brick building uncovered in the E part of the site, 
probably fronting onto Ratcliffe Orchard. A brick-built cellar was 
tacked onto the rear of the building soon after its construction, the 
rear wall of the cellar dog-legging around the corner of the existing 
building. To the N was a barrel-lined cesspit; the remainder of the 
area appears to have remained open ground, cut by at least one pit. 
The irregular rear wall of the cellar was concealed in the 18th c by 
the construction of a blocking wall, and for a time the cellar appears 
to have been used as a cesspit. At the end of the 18th c the cellar was 
backfilled with an ashy deposit, possibly as part of levelling after the 

building had been destroyed by a devastating fire that swept the area 
in 1794. The building may have had a commercial use as the finds 
included fragments from more than one alembic and several glass 
phials. Traces of 19th-c cultivation trenches were recorded in an area 
latterly occupied by a factory. 

Former Tate & Lyle Building, Mastmaker Road, E14 TQ 3741 
7953 MoLAS (Austin Ainsworth) geoarchaeological evaluation Jan 
2002 Richardson and Partners Construction MMK02 

Natural sand and gravels were overlaid, in the SE of the site, by sand 
which would have formed a raised area of dry land likely to have 
been a focal point for activity, possibly from the Mesolithic through 
the Neolithic and probably the Bronze Age. It was gradually 
subsumed by flood silts, though it probably remained dry when 
rising river levels had already drowned the areas to the W and N. 
This is likely to have occurred in the Iron Age. The alluvium 
probably represented mudflats that evolved as the area became drier, 
probably from the Iron Age to the medieval period. Evidence was 
found of falling river levels or a decrease in the frequency of 
flooding, possibly associated with river wall construction and land 
reclamation from the medieval period onwards. At this time the site 
is likely to have been seasonally flooded but suitable for summer 
grazing. A sooty soil then developed in the surface of the alluvium, 
probably representing a stable post-medieval land surface. Above it 
was a thick layer of redeposited alluvium which may have been 
dumped on the site in the early 19th c from the excavation of either 
West India Dock basin in c. 1800 or Millwall Dock in the 1860s. A 
yard surface and kerb of granite setts were observed; they related 
either to the use of the site as railway sidings in the late 19th c, or to 
the construction of a sugar refinery at the end of the 19th c. Later 
20th-c yard surfaces of the sugar refinery were also observed. A 
thick layer of sand for drainage and two soakaways were related to 
the early-20th-c industrial redevelopment of the site. 

Royal London Hospital, Newark Street, E1 TQ 3475 8175 
MoLAS (Dan Swift) watching brief Sept-Nov 2002 National Health 
Service NWK01 

The excavation of a link tunnel was monitored, following an earlier 
phase of work (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 27). The archaeological 
sequence appeared to be very similar along the whole length of the 
tunnel. Natural brickearth was sealed by a possible gravel surface 
above which were dumped deposits, with occasional pits at the top 
of the sequence. This sequence is dated to late-16th to 20th c and is 
consistent with the cartographic record indicating that Newark Street 
did not extend this far E before the mid- to late-19th c. 

Ordell Road, Bow, E3 TQ 3693 8307 WA (Phil Frickers) 
evaluation Sept-Oct 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf of Frogmore 
Developments Ltd OEL02 

Natural sands and gravels were overlaid by ploughsoil, probably 
representing farmland which is documented up to the end of the 18th 
c. Above were the remains of at least four phases of 19th- to 20th-c 
factories, pre-dating the present factory. 

9-11 Poplar High Street, E14 TQ 3742 8081 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) 
evaluation, excavation July-Aug 2002 Buxton Homes PPH02 

Malting kilns and an associated brick cellar of 15th- to 20th-c date 
were revealed. 

46-58 Quaker Street, 54-62 Grey Eagle Street, E1 TQ 3375 8212 
AOC (Tim Stevens) watching brief Feb-Apr 2002 Cobstar 
Developments Ltd QAK02 

A number of 17th- to 19th-c pits, soakaways and wells were 
recorded above the natural brickearth. They produced a large 
assemblage of good quality pottery and clay pipes. 

490 Roman Road, Bow, E3 TQ 3654 8329 MoLAS (Tom Wilson) 
evaluation Jan 2002 NFM Engineering RMW02 

Four ditches were revealed above the natural gravels; two were 
prehistoric or Roman in date, and two were Roman. The Roman 
ditches contained much pottery and building material which, 
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together with two pits containing similar Roman material, indicate 
the likelihood of settlement in the immediate vicinity. Cultivated soil 
deposits containing post-medieval material were also recorded; they 
were cut by three circular pits, one brick-lined, which were 
backfilled with rubbish. 

Europe House, St Katharine Docks, St Katharine’s Way, E1 TQ 
3383 8059 MoLAS (Tony Mackinder) watching brief Nov 2002 – 
Jan 2003 Taylor Woodrow Property Company Ltd EUH02 

Extensive remains were recorded of the brick vaults belonging to C 
Warehouse of the West Dock built by Thomas Telford in 1825-28. 

Spitalfields, Area 2 Charnel House (formerly Steward Street) 

and Area 6, (formerly Lamb Street), E1 TQ 3347 8185 and TQ 
3356 8190 MoLAS (Andy Daykin) excavation Sept-Oct 2002 
Spitalfields Development Group SRP98 

Further excavation of the medieval cemetery adjacent to the S face 
of the Charnel House (Area 2) was necessitated by piling 
requirements (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 27). Two quarry pits of early 
medieval or Roman date were recorded. Information was 
forthcoming about the construction of the Charnel House in relation 
to the development of the medieval cemetery: mass burial pits were 
shown to clearly pre-date the Charnel House. The remains of 76 
individual skeletons were excavated, of which 17 were in single 
graves and 9 were multiple burials. The lower parts of the Charnel 
House foundations (which were previously unseen) were exposed 
and recorded. The excavation exposed the bases of the three 
buttresses on the S side of the building. In Area 6 six Roman burials 
were excavated above the natural brickearth and, in addition, a small 
pit containing re-interred human bone and a complete Roman pot. A 
number of quarry pits which pre-dated the post-medieval cellared 
buildings and road make-ups were revealed. The remains of late-
17th- and 18th-c properties fronting onto Lamb Street were further 
excavated, having been partially excavated in 1998 and 1999 (LA 9, 
supp. 2 (2000) 60). The existence of a yard area to the W, containing 
brick cesspits and a rubbish pit, was established, as was a sequence 
of post-medieval road make-ups and levelling deposits to the S of 
these properties. 

Trinity Square Gardens, EC3 TQ 3350 8074 KHC (Graham 
Keevill) watching brief July-Oct 2002 London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets TNQ02 

Work was carried out during restoration of the historic form of 
Trinity Square Gardens. Excavations were generally very shallow 
though there were some deeper areas where 19th-c soils relating to 
the creation of Trinity Square Gardens (established by Act of 
Parliament in 1797) were noted. The site has been severely 
truncated, especially by the construction of the London Underground 
(Circle and District Lines). Modern made ground was observed over 
the entire site, much of this being backfill over the cut-and-cover 
tunnels of the London Underground lines. 

10 Viking Close (land adjacent), Bow, E3 TQ 3647 8312 CA (Robin 
Densem) watching brief Sep-Nov 2002 In Depth Designs VKG02 

Natural sand was cut by a possible sand extraction pit, undated. In 
another area of the site a layer of brickearth was found to contain a 
single sherd of Roman pottery. Both the pit and the brickearth were 
overlaid by cultivated soil dating to 19th c, but also containing a 
residual Roman sherd. Above it were the foundations of the 19th-c 
warehouse building that had been partially demolished. 

Queen Mary’s New School of Medicine and Dentistry, University 

of London, bounded by Walden Street, Newark Street, Turner 

Street, Whitechapel, E1 TQ 3462 8152 MoLAS (Dick Bluer) 
evaluation June 2002 Queen Mary, University of London QMY02 

The site was truncated by modern building development. The only 
significant feature to have survived was a large NW-SE ditch cut 
into the natural gravel in the S of the site. It may be identified with 
the Civil War defences, depicted on Vertue’s plan c. 1703, though 
material found in the ditch was mainly 18th-c in date, with a small 
amount of mid-17th-c sherds. 

Express Wharf, 38 Westferry Road, Isle of Dogs, E14 TQ 3705 

7970 TVAS (Sian Anthony) excavation Sept-Oct 2002 St James 

Homes WYO01
 

Following an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 28), excavations 

revealed two phases of activity, prehistoric and Roman, on the 

margins of a gravel island or levée. Prehistoric activity was 

represented by struck flints and pottery which included Early 

Neolithic and Late Bronze Age sherds. Some of the cut features that 

were revealed may have been of prehistoric date and this could 

indicate more than passing use. The majority of the deposits were of 

early Roman date, possibly around the turn of the 2nd c, and 

comprised gullies and pits. These ceased by c. AD 160 and although 

pottery of later Roman date was found, there were no features 

associated with it. A thick deposit of alluvium, probably 

representing the River Thames’ encroachment of the area by late 

Roman times, sealed the site. Above lay modern made ground.
 

Sedgewick Centre, 27-29 Whitechapel High Street, 2-4 


Colchester Street, E1 TQ 3388 8131 MoLAS (Jon Sygrave) 

excavation Mar-Apr 2002 Tishman Speyer Properties WCE01
 

Excavations followed an evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 28). 

Extensive brickearth and gravel extraction was recorded for the 

medieval period, when any earlier deposits would have been 

removed. A little residual Roman material was recovered from later 

features. Evidence of copper alloy casting from the late 14th c was 

recorded, consisting of large foundry pits full of waste from the 

manufacture of bells or cauldrons. That metal-working on the site 

continued into the early Tudor period, was evidenced by a timber 

building associated with a furnace and areas of burning. Tudor walls 

and brick floors were recorded. Evidence from early-17th-c pit fills 

suggests that animal product industries had replaced metalworking; 

possibly horse-skinning and tanning and horn core working.
 

417 Wick Lane, E3 TQ 3730 8380 PCA (Stuart Holden) evaluation 

Aug 2002 Henley Homes WKE02
 

In the N, part of a wharf was revealed, constructed of two separate 

timber walls of horizontal planks nailed to uprights, with the core 

between the walls packed with a clay and mortar mix. It was built 

after the mid-19th c. In the S, the remnants of a timber floor of the 

same date were found. Extensive development throughout the 19th 

and early-20th c had destroyed all earlier evidence.
 

718-720 Wick Lane, Bow, E2 TQ 3725 8334 SAS (Jeff Perry) 

evaluation Dec 2002 Academy Building Company Ltd Telford 

Homes WIC02
 

The site had been disturbed by the building of 19th- and 20th-c walls 

and the construction of a 20th-c sewer.
 

28a Wrights Road, E3 TQ 3663 8345 PCA (Joanna Taylor) 

watching brief Mar-Apr 2002 Mr Paul Nolan WRG02
 

A single sherd of Roman pottery was found at the interface of 

natural brickearth and overlying 19th- to 20th-c deposits. Mixed 

deposits of 19th- and 20th-c date covered the whole area. Pits and 

walls were also recorded: they were possibly associated with the use 

of the site as a stable during this period.
 

White Swan Public House, Yabsley Street, Blackwall, E1 TQ 

3840 8055 TVAS (Andy Taylor) evaluation Oct-Nov 2002 St James 

Homes YAB02
 

Natural sand was cut by a pit or hollow which could date to the 

Bronze Age, although the only dating evidence consisted of a few 

very abraded sherds of pottery and some burnt flint. Nearby was a 

charcoal-rich patch that may have been a hearth, possibly 

contemporary with the pit. A peaty layer overlay the natural sand in 

places; it may represent the fill of a channel. Above lay alluvium and 

then made ground and concrete.
 

WALTHAM FOREST
 

Ancient House, Church Lane, Walthamstow, E17 TQ 3787 8916 

CA (Robin Densem) watching brief Mar-May 2002 The Trustees of 

WG Fuller AHW02
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Excavations for drain runs and a new garden wall were monitored at 
this Grade II Listed Building, a c. 15th-c timber-framed house. All 
the deposits were disturbed and/or redeposited, probably when the 
recently demolished factory was built in the early 20th c. Natural 
strata were not encountered, but at the base of one of the trenches 
was found a brick-lined well, the lower half of which appeared to be 
of 17th-c or later bricks, the upper half of late-18th- or 19th-c bricks. 
The lower part of a dome to cover the well was evident; it may have 
been added in the 19th c or the early-20th c, the latter being when 
the factory was built above it. In the mid-19th c the well had been 
converted to a water pump and marked on a map of c. 1865, and 
indeed a lead pipe was found leading up the side of the well to the 
modern ground surface. The well will be preserved in situ. 

WANDSWORTH
 

Trinity St Mary’s CE Primary School, 6 Balham Park Road, 


SW12 TQ 2830 7315 SAS (Jeff Perry) evaluation Feb 2002 Trinity 
St Mary’s School BPM02 

Topsoil was found to overlie the natural gravel. 

Sub-tropical Garden and Rosary Garden, Battersea Park, 

Carriage Drive, SW11 TQ 280 769 and TQ 285 771 NA (Jo Prentice) 
geophysical survey, excavation Apr-May 2001 Halcrow BTP01 

Geophysical survey and excavations in the sub-tropical gardens 
were able to verify the location of flowerbeds depicted on 19th-c 
maps. Some of the beds were deeper than others, suggesting the 
accommodation of specific types of plants, such as sub-tropical. In 
the Rosary Garden the layout of former rose beds was revealed and 
the general accuracy of an 1865 map of the area verified. The limit 
of a former deer enclosure, marked by a path and the stubs of iron 
railing, was also located. Works for a gravel path for the Festival of 
Britain in 1951 had truncated the rose beds. 

Former Green Car Park of the Arndale Centre, Garratt Lane, 

SW18 TQ 2558 7438 MoLAS (Jane Corcoran) geoarchaeological 
watching brief May 2001 Bucknall Austin GLW01 

A watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 28) continued with the 
finding of a former S-N channel of the River Wandle in the W of the 
site. Before the Iron Age the channel contained fresh, swift-flowing 
water, later it was more sluggish and by the Roman or early historic 
period it had silted up, possibly due to agricultural activity on the 
adjacent valley sides. A marsh was developing on the site by the 
medieval period and it was probably seasonally underwater, but 
suitable for summer grazing. As a result of land reclamation, or 
falling water table/river levels, a drier soil developed on the site in 
the post-medieval and later period. This probably represents 
horticultural activities. It was sealed by Victorian or modern make
up. 

Wandsworth Workshops, 86-96 Garratt Lane, SW18 TQ 2572 
7428 AOC (Darryl Palmer, Fitz) watching brief June-Sept 2002 
Price and Myers GNW02 

Evidence of possible timber revetting and land reclamation was 
found, dated to the 17th to 18th c. Animal bone waste hints at 
nearby industrial activity, possibly tanning or leather working. 
Natural strata were not reached. 

The Broadway Centre, 10 Gatton Road, Tooting, SW17 TQ 2742 
7177 CA (Geoff Potter) evaluation Mar 2002 Jee Estate 
Management Ltd GAP02 

Worked soils indicating agricultural or horticultural activity were 
recorded above alluvial deposits; the lowest of these soils contained 
post-medieval material. In the W of the site an irregular pit, cutting 
into the natural gravel, may have been of geological origin. The soils 
were covered by late 19th- to early 20th-c dumped layers. Two 19th
c brick drains were also revealed; one had straight sides, brick base 
and an arched top, the other had an elliptical profile. 

1-9 Hardwick’s Way, SW18 TQ 2540 7455 SAS (Jeff Perry) 
evaluation Sept 2002 Persimmon Homes (South-East) Ltd HWK02 

The natural gravel was overlaid by 19th- to 20th-c made ground.. 

Bus depot, Howie Street, Battersea, SW11 TQ 2717 7718 AOC 
(Fitz) watching brief Oct 2002 Foster and Partners HWE02 

Ground reclamation deposits of the 17th-18th c, sealed by later 
ground levelling deposits, overlay the natural gravels. 

Regent and Grove Wharves, Lombard Road, Battersea, SW11 

TQ 2660 7620 PCA (Stuart Holden) evaluation, excavation June-
July 2002 Barratt Homes LMA02 

Located in a trench between the electrical sub-station to the S and a 
modern warehouse to the N, were the remnants of brick and Reigate 
stone walls of a building which included a vaulted brick cellar. The 
earliest part of this building dated to mid-late 15th c and the mid
17th c. The cellar wall, with six arched niches built into the top, 
formed the N wall of a roughly square room. The building had been 
altered and was extended between 1640 and 1700. To the N of this 
building a second cellar of the same construction and date was 
found, though its walls were greatly damaged and showed signs of 
repair throughout the 18th c. Its N wall had been completely 
replaced, probably at the same time as the ground floor was 
extended. This extension formed a single building which, probably 
towards the end of the 18th c, was destroyed by fire. Within the fill 
of the cellar was a quantity of highly vitrified glass bottles. The W 
terminus of a ditch and a pit were recorded along the E edge of the 
site; the ditch seems to have been a property boundary, dated to mid
14th to 15th c. In the SE of the site the corner of a brick building 
was found, one of its external walls faced with green sandstone 
blocks dated to between 1450/80 and 1666/1700. Below the 
extension was a circular brick structure with brick floor and an 
associated linear wall. This may have been a malting kiln for a 
small-scale distillery in the 17th c. It was truncated to the N by a 
large wall forming part of the Chemical Works shown on the 1894 
OS map. To the N, close to the riverside, 19th-c basements were 
recorded and foundations dating to the late 19th and early 20th c 
were observed across the site. 

33 Longley Road, Tooting, SW17 TQ 2725 7090 PCA (Lorraine 
Darton) evaluation Jan 2002 Greenacre Homes South East Ltd LTO02 

London Clay was sealed by 19th- to 20th-c demolition material. 

St Mary’s Church Tower, Putney High Street, SW15 TQ 2420 
7560 (Nathalie Cohen) standing building recording Oct 2001 - Feb 
2002 Parochial Church Council MPT02 

The tower of the church was monitored during restoration of the 
surviving medieval and post-medieval fabric. External and internal 
elevations of the structure were recorded. 

Queen Mary’s Hospital, Roehampton Lane, SW15 TQ 2225 7422 
MoLAS (Robert Cowie) evaluation July 2002 South West London 
Community National Health Service Trust QRW02 

In the N quarter of the hospital (an area that once formed the 
grounds of a substantial Victorian residence known as the Rookery 
(c. 1860s)) several undated hollows and gullies cut the natural 
gravels, probably of natural origin. They were overlaid by extensive 
soil deposits. Later features, probably associated with the Rookery, 
included brick walls, pits, a possible gravel path, a small brick 
garden feature, two land drains and a number of service trenches. 

60-60A Trinity Road, SW17 TQ 2791 7252 AOC (Darryl Palmer) 
evaluation Sept 2002 Equity International TNI02 

Modern made ground deposits were recorded above the natural 
brickearth. 

Whitelands College, West Hill, Putney, SW15 TQ 2444 7402 
TVAS (Sian Anthony) evaluation Sept 2002 Crest Nicholson WEI02 

A rectangular pit and a curved gully, both containing 18th- and 19th
c material, were found cutting the natural sandy clay in the S of the 
site. They were sealed by modern material. Modern brick building 
foundations and brick drains were the only features located in the N 
of the site. 

Price’s Patent Candle Factory, York Place, York Road, SW11 

TQ 2660 7590 PCA (Karl Hulka) excavation, evaluation, watching 
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brief May-July 2002 CgMs Consulting on behalf of Alfred 
McAlpine Homes Ltd YPE02 

This work followed evaluations (LA 9, supp. 1 (1999) 28 (CTT98)). 
Evidence of prehistoric activity was found: a cut feature, a ditch in 
the S of the site and two brickearth deposits which yielded possible 
Bronze Age pottery. At the W edge of the site the brick wall and 
backfill of a medieval cellar was located. It predated the construction 
in the late-15th c of the Archbishop of York’s Battersea Palace, a 
moated dwelling. The entire remains of the palace were excavated 
and recorded. They comprised the S wall, the SW corner tower and a 
small part of the E wall; the outer walls contained the remains of six 
rooms. To the S was located the moat. The house was originally 
constructed of red brick walls, although internal walls varied from 
brick to chalk. Architectural detail such as window recesses, 
alcoves, shelving, shafts for garderobes and the shell of a newel 
staircase were all recorded. During the 18th c much of the palace 
was demolished and rebuilt, while other parts were modified as the 
site became used for an Enamel Works established in 1753. The 
moat was backfilled and culverted and additional rooms added to the 
S side of the palace. Areas of cobbled, flagged and brick yard 
surfaces of this period were recorded. Internally the majority of the 
floors were re-laid and windows blocked or knocked through to 
make doors as ground levels outside were altered. In one part of the 
site a complex system of drains, sluices and silt traps were 
excavated. The remains of York House, built in the later part of the 
18th c, and occupying the site at the same time as the Enamel 
Works, were excavated in the N and E. A number of outbuildings, 
yards, drains, wells and soakaways were found to be associated with 
this building. An external staircase was located, descending into the 
main building, the floor of which was well below the external 
ground level, which had been raised considerably by this period. The 
earlier palace rooms also became subterranean. Fragmentary remains 
of a possible coach house were recorded from this period, together 
with a large wood-lined pit containing industrial refuse. In the mid
19th c the house became incorporated into Price’s Patent Candle 
Factory which was already established between it and the river. This 
resulted in major structural changes such as the construction in the 
house’s cellars of brick bases for machinery on the ground floor. A 
number of these were the mountings for horizontal rods transferring 
power by belt from engine to machinery. The races for these belts 
required rebuilding of the house walls in places and these alterations 
were also recorded. Some time later the extant remains of the earlier 
building were totally demolished and the cellars backfilled with the 
demolition debris. Later rebuilding of the factory caused significant 
truncation of the preceding houses. 

WESTMINSTER 

16 Berkeley Street, W1 TQ 2895 8049 MoLAS (Mark Wiggins) 

watching brief Feb-Mar 2002 Kier London BKE02
 

The site had been truncated down to London Clay.
 

11-14 Hanover Place, 48/51 and 49 Floral Street, 55-59 Long Acre, 


WC2 TQ 3037 8110 MoLAS (Tony Mackinder) evaluation, watching 

brief June-July 2002 Royal London Asset Management HVR02
 

Above the natural brickearth several rubbish pits and a timber lined 

well were found. They were probably Saxon or early medieval in 

date. They were sealed by modern make-up.
 

31 James Street, WC2 TQ 3031 8095 PCA (Jim Leary) excavation 

Jan-Feb 2002 Lothbury Property Trust Company Ltd JST02
 

A large, clay-lined pit, possibly Saxon in date, was found cutting the 

natural gravels. It was filled with domestic debris but originally it 

may have had another use, such as tanning or dyeing. Another 

feature, interpreted as a well, was recorded. The shaft was lined first 

with clay and then with timber, the latter dated by radiocarbon to c. 

AD 600. A shallow linear feature, filled with clean re-deposited 

brickearth, may represent a gully. By the late-17th or 18th c 

buildings relating to the major development of the streets had been 

constructed, evidenced by a brick-lined cesspit and a wall with 


associated brick floor. The cesspit contained an assemblage of Dutch 
and English Delftware wall tiles, depicting both religious and 
classical scenes. Modern service trenches and ground-raising 
deposits were recorded across the site. 

2 Marsham Street, SW1 TQ 2990 7901 MoLAS (David Sankey) 
evaluation Dec 2002 – Jan 2003 Boygues UK MRM02 

Alluvial deposits, marked by silts and peat, were divided by a 
sequence of channel deposits. It is possible that a peat layer 
corresponds to Bronze Age and Early Iron Age deposits found 
nearby. A revetted channel on the E side of the site truncated the 
natural sequence. Its fill of ashy night soil included 16th- to 17th-c 
German stoneware and 17th- to 18th-c tin-glazed pottery. A general 
truncation of the natural sequence occurred in the central N 
perimeter of the site. Above this were similar ashy, night-soil-rich 
fills, which included 18th-c porcelain. The site was truncated by the 
first permanent gas works in Britain. 

St Martin-in-the-Fields Church, St Martin’s Place, 12 Adelaide 

Street, W2 TQ 3012 8051 MoLAS (Portia Askew) evaluation Sept 
2002 St Martin-in-the-Fields SMD01 

A watching brief (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002), 30) was followed by an 
evaluation in the NW courtyard of the church grounds. A grave and 
other features were found, including post-medieval brickwork and a 
pit sealed by demolition rubble, probably from buildings fronting the 
road. They were overlaid by topsoil for a garden associated with the 
later 19th-c building. In the SE corner of the grounds redeposited 
brickearth above the natural brickearth is interpreted as indicative of 
a Roman presence. This was succeeded by gravel-filled linear 
features which may represent a road or pathway, although they were 
undated. They were sealed by graveyard soil containing coffin 
handles and other fragments of coffin furniture. At 12 Adelaide 
Street redeposited brickearth, likely to be Roman in date, was 
recorded. 

The National Gallery, Trafalgar Square, WC2 TQ 3000 8050 
MoLAS (Alison Telfer) excavation May-June 2002 The National 
Gallery NAN01 

Excavation in the SW light well in the East Wing followed an 
evaluation (LA 10, supp. 1 (2002) 30). Three deep pits, probably for 
extraction of the natural brickearth, were recorded. They are dated to 
the Middle Saxon period. One contained two weaving items, a 
spindle whorl and a thread picker, both made from polished bone; 
another contained pottery, a bone needle or pin and the articulated 
ribs of a cow. The third pit contained a fragment of glass, pottery 
and daub showing traces of wooden wattles. Two phases of cellared 
building were recorded with brick floors and walls, dating to the late 
17th and 18th c. The cellars may have been associated with 
tenements fronting the N side of Duke’s Court, a former street in the 
area of the site. A brick-lined cesspit associated with the earlier 
phase of cellar contained several almost complete tin-glazed plates 
and a variety of ornate glass bottle stoppers dating to the late-17th c. 
Cutting through one of the phases of cellar floor was the remains of 
a barrel-lined well which contained complete glass bottles and tin-
glazed plates, two with a squirrel design, as well as decorated clay 
pipes, all dated to the mid-18th c. The cellars had been truncated by 
the brick walls of St Martin’s workhouse, dating to the second half 
of the 18th c. Part of a later curved wall, depicted on the OS map of 
1872, and a large Victorian sewer were recorded. 

77-95 Victoria Street, SW1 TQ 2951 7924 MoLAS (Carrie Cowan) 
evaluation May-June 2002 City and West End Holdings – 2, LLC 
VIS02 

Natural sand, indicating an area of higher dry land in the River 
Tyburn, was truncated by the basement of the present building. The 
earliest deposits were of Victorian date but contained residual 
pottery dated to mid-16th to mid-18th c and a clay pipe dated 1780
1800, which might have been derived from activity associated with 
the Artillery Ground that existed on the site from the late 16th c to 
the mid-18th c. 
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Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain, West Carriage 

Road, Hyde Park, W2 TQ 2693 8010 PCA (Karl Hulka) evaluation 
Sept-Oct 2002 Royal Parks WTG02 

The earliest features recorded were a group of postholes truncated 
by a later scoop and ditch, the latter dated to the late 3rd-4th c. 
Roman features in the S of the site may represent agricultural land 
use during this period, with a settlement of some kind nearby. Later 
activity had truncated a number of the larger features. The remains 
of an early-18th-c sunken garden feature, a ha-ha, were exposed to 
the S of the Serpentine Gallery car park. This comprised a ditch with 
a wall supporting its vertical W side; the E face of the wall was 

decorated with a continuous series of arched recesses and showed 
signs that it had originally been clad with Portland limestone. The 
overall plan of this wall coincides with the layout of the South 
Bastion on the N-S boundary between Kensington Gardens and 
Hyde Park. The ditch and wall were sealed by the contemporary 
ground surface. A borehole in the SE of the site identified a spread 
of vitrified brick, which may be evidence of brick production near to 
the site. Evidence of 19th-c activity related mainly to the demolition 
of the ha-ha wall and the infilling of the large ditch. To the N of the 
Serpentine Gallery car park, the remains of the Serpentine 
Restaurant, built in 1963 and demolished in 1989, were exposed. 
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